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A study was conducted to identify demographic and aca-

demic characteristics of students transferring from North 

Texas area senior colleges to Tarrant County Junior College 

(Texas) in the Fall 1984 semester. Academic characteristics 

were measured at the point of transfer and during subsequent 

junior college enrollment(s) through Spring 1989. Tran-

scripts of 608 reverse transfer students were examined. 

Non-Completers, students who transferred prior to completing 

a baccalaureate degree, were identified as 777. of the popu— 

ation; students who transferred after earning a degree were 

22"/.. Of the Non Completer students, 357. transferred as Poor 

Students (transfer GPA of 0.00-1.99), 237. as Fair Students 

(2.00-2.79) and 197. as Good Students (2.80-4.00). The 

reverse transfer students were 527. male. Most (S7X) were 

white, with 67. black, 47. Hispanic, and ~57. other ethnic. 

They varied in age from 18 to 81: 24>C were younger than 21, 

317. were 21-25, 457. older than 25. Poor Students earned a 

cumulative junior college GPA 1.29 higher than transfer GPA; 

Fair Student GPA was .63 higher; Good Student GPA decreased 

by .01. The change was significant at the .01 level for 



Poor and for Fair students. Poor arid Fair students who 

stopped out "for at least two years prior to transfer in-

creased GPA by .58 more than the GPA of immediate transfers; 

those who changed from an academic program to vocational or 

avocational courses increased GPA by .46 more than those who 

did not. The differences were found to be significant at 

the .01 level. Too few Poor and Fair Students (11%) enrolled 

in remediation to allow statistical measurement, but Poor 

Student junior college GPA was found to be 1.41 higher than 

university transfer GPA. Degree students were found to be 

older than the average reverse transfer, to be 91% white and 

52% male, and to be good students with diverse educational 

objectives. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The students of the earliest scholarly communities of 

Europe were a transient lot traveling from city to city to 

hear the lectures of acclaimed academicians (17, pp. 36-7). 

However, as the inevitability of organization shaped loose 

academic communities into universities students became bound 

to a particular institution by ties of loyalty, academic 

discipline, financial support, and inevitable regulation. 

As early as the twelfth century universities had become 

complex structures, and constancy of the student body had 

become an institutional advantage and sometimes a tenet of 

survival (17, pp. 27-30). Students still traveled great 

distances to affiliate with a university, but once there, 

they rarely moved on. Until the twentieth century, actu-

ally until the mid-twentieth century, students were intel-

lectually and physically committed to their universities. 

Few moved between institutions. 

Today's students, whether moved by convenience, neces-

sity, or whim, often rather casually transfer their allegi-

ance and their enrollment from one college to another and 

back again. Conditions of the last fifty years have 

nurtured this attitude. An increasingly mobile population 



and the proliferation of institutions have combined to 

create a transient student population, and the abundance of 

colleges and universities has created an atmosphere of 

vigorous competition. Students are implicitly encouraged to 

include more than one college or university in their aca-

demic careers; geographic access, flexible scheduling, 

customized programming, casual concurrent enrollment, and a 

myriad assortment of ingenious delivery systems and curricu-

lar atmospheres have convinced students to seek and find the 

most appropriate collegiate response to their academic need. 

The correlative ascendance of the two-year colleges has 

intensified competition for students, and the involvement of 

non-traditional populations has introduced additional fluid-

ity to the enrollment pattern. 

It is no longer uncommon for students to attend more 

than one college or university at some time during their 

educational program. Many, perhaps most, have taken at 

least one course at a second institution; many have attended 

multiple institutions. Students now expect to transfer 

between colleges in a wide variety of patterns: between 

senior colleges, between junior colleges, from junior 

college to senior college, and with surprising frequency, 

from senior college to junior college. 

Transfer from senior college to junior college, or 

Reverse Transfer, is an intriguing pattern of particular 



concern to this study. No longer limited to the familiar 

summer transient enrollment, the reverse transfer student 

has become an established feature of higher education. Some 

reverse transfer students seek only a course or two to sup-

plement their university program. Others have changed 

academic goals, or have allowed other aspects of life to 

supercede or reshape their original objective. Yet others 

have encountered serious academic problems. Some reverse 

transfer students eventually return to university studies; 

others do not. A surprising number complete their univer-

sity degree before first enrolling at a two-year college. 

Reverse transfer students now represent a relatively large 

population with unique academic and service needs requiring 

unusual responses and attitudes from both the two-year and 

the four year institutions with which they are involved. 

Statement of the Problem 

The problem of this study is the academic and demo-

graphic characteristics of students who transfer from a 

senior college to a junior college and of their subsequent 

academic performance. 

Purposes of the Study 

The purposes of this study are to identify demographic 

and academic characteristics of categories of students who 

transferred from one of ten area universities to Tarrant 



County Junior College. The first three categories are Non-

Completer students who transferred prior to completion of 

the baccalaureate degree: Poor Students who transferred with 

a GPA lower than 2.0; Fair Students who transferred with a 

GPA ranging from 2.0 - 2.79; Good Students who transferred 

with a GPA of 2.8 or higher. The fourth category includes 

students who transferred after having earned a baccalaureate 

degree. 

Research Questions 

The following research questions guided the study: 

1. Are there differences in the demographic profiles 

of Non-Completer students in the three academic categories 

(Poor, Fair, Good), as measured by age, gender, or ethni-

city? 

2. Are Non-Completer students of all academic cate-

gories equally apt to have attended other institutions in 

addition to the source university prior to transfer to the 

junior college? 

3. Do Non-Completer students of all academic categor-

ies demonstrate similar relationships between persistence, 

as measured by the number of semester hours attempted at the 

source university? 

4. Do Non-Completer students of all academic categor-

ies demonstrate similar relationships between persistence 



(as measured both by the number of semester hours attempted 

and by the number of terms attended at the junior college) 

and junior college cumulative GPA? 

5. Do Non-Completer students of all academic categor-

ies improve academically after transfer to the junior col-

lege; are there differences between the levels of academic 

performance after transfer to the junior college as measured 

(a) after the first semester following reverse transfer, and 

<b) throughout the period of junior college enrollment? 

6. Do Non-Completer Poor and Fair students demon-

strate higher academic performance, as measured by junior 

college cumulative GPA, when involved with one or more of 

three interceding factors (Transfer Delay; Remediation, 

Change of Educational Direction)? 

7. What are the demographic and academic characteris-

tics of those reverse transfer students who completed a 

baccalaureate degree prior to enrolling at the junior 

col lege? 

Background and Significance of the Study 

Reverse transfer students comprise a separately 

identifiable category of students who transfer to the two-

year college. Scant attention has been focused on this 

segment even though it represents a relatively large and 

highly complex student population with various educational 



needs that should be identified and met. Study of the 

reverse transfer population in higher education is increas-

ingly necessary as students pursue this alternative in 

greater numbers and significantly -involve more institutions. 

In those institutions where reverse transfers now are becom-

ing as common as traditional transfers, the re-examination 

of transfer services is overdue, and the redesign (and/or 

customizing) of services to accommodate this segment of the 

population can benefit not just the students involved, but 

also the institutions (both two-year and four-year) that are 

sharing that population. 

Need for Research: The dearth of substantive research 

on reverse transfer enrollment trends and patterns requires 

additional attention. In 1982 Fred Kintzer noted the lack 

of reliable transfer data in general, and called for a 

"concerted national effort" to study both articulation and 

the transfer phenomenon. 

At this point, for example, we rely on 
educated guesses derived from inferential rather 
than actual data when attempting to account for 
the transfer populations. Reports on regional 
and national trends are therefore in gross esti-
mates. Precise definitions and identifying pro-
cedures vary considerably amongst institutions 
and throughout state systems. Uniform identifi-
cation and counting formulas do not exist. The 
research talent of this nation needs to be mobil-

(6^109) b r i n 9 o r d e r t D t h i s "fundamental deficiency 



The reverse transfer population has been variously and 

occasionally measured and studied, but comprehensive data is 

unavailable; the few system-wide or state-wide studies that 

have been conducted, such as the Los Rios study in Califor-

nia (10, 12) and the Coordinating Board study in Texas (3), 

are usually only fragments of larger and other-directed 

studies that mention reverse transfers only in passing, and 

fail to explore the implications of this subset. Institu-

tions that are already experiencing increased reverse trans-

fer activity cannot afford to wait for the phenomenon to 

attract sufficient national interest to correct this defi-

ciency. Institutions must instead investigate the extent 

and character of their own reverse transfer population. 

Data definition inconsistencies, such as Kintzer noted, 

cannot be overcome at the institutional level, but much 

benefit can be derived from a greater understanding of the 

size, character, motivation, and/or needs of an expanding 

local population defined in local terms. 

Need for Articulation: With knowledge of the charac-

ter of its reverse transfer population, strategies can be 

designed to appropriately explore the needs both of the 

reverse transfer student and of the two-year and four-year 

institutions that these students variously attend. Articu-

lation, as traditionally defined, facilitates the movement 

of students from one level of the hierarchy into the next; 
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Archer noted that the movement has always been perceived as 

occurring only in a single upward direction (1, pp. 177-

17S). Articulation must now address interinstitutional 

academic and administrative concerns with a new understand-

ing of the bi-directional movement of students. Communica-

tion and cooperation to facilitate transfer has always 

required the participation of equals, but as McCrary noted, 

too often this spirit has been a scant veil. 

Where senior colleges are perceived to be in 
the driver's seat..., community colleges may see 
themselves as playing the role of supplicant and 
senior institutions describe the issue of articu-
lation as a community college issue. Under such 
conditions, the need for the accurate and timely 
information that helps to effectuate transfer is 
seen as a community college problem. The estab-
lishment of effective communication with senior 
institutions can help to change the perception 
that articulation is a problem belonging solely 
to the community college (9, p. 73). 

Many articulation issues and forms already established 

benefit all types of student transfers: common core curri-

cula, common course objectives that identify appropriate 

skill areas and skill levels, standardization of course 

titles, course credit, and numbering systems, on-going 

communication between faculties, and facilities sharing are 

only a few that might be cited. Effective articulation 

directed toward reverse transfer students is not and cannot 

be a separate entity, but is an altered perspective and can 



involve differing strategies that recognize and include the 

varying needs of reverse transfer students. 

Academic—Strategies for the Universities; Curricular 

decisions are rarely based entirely on student characteris-

tics, but they should be based at least in part on student 

needs. The diverse character and actions of reverse trans-

fer students stimulate certain academic concerns. The uni-

versity must consider the academic basis for their native 

students turn to the two-year institution, and ponder the 

implications for academic programming. At least three major 

categories of university students will be transferring to 

the two year college; each category will differently affect 

the university. 

1. "Expediters" register for a limited number of 

courses during the summer and/or concurrently attend a two-

year and four-year institution. Wanting to speed completion 

of their baccalaureate program, they seek two year college 

course credit for reasons of cost or convenience (15, p. 5). 

If substantial numbers of its native students are transfer-

ring to two-year colleges to seek course work in specific 

areas (joining those two year students destined to eventu-

ally move on to the university), the university should 

become cooperatively involved in the two year college cur-

riculum development process. It can identify and quantify 

the courses taken at the two-year college, determine why 
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particular courses are being chosen, how the university's 

enrollment in those departments is affected, and whether the 

university is purposely or inadvertently relinquishing 

introductory courses to the exclusive or semi-exclusive 

purview of the two year college. If necessary, it can then 

take measures to address that configuration. 

2. The earliest reverse transfer studies (Clark in 

1960, Kintzer in 1966) defined the reverse transfer as a 

student who transferred from a university to a two-year 

college because he was struggling with or could not survive 

the academic rigors of the university (12, p. 5). Although 

the definition was later extended to include a much wider 

variety of students, academic failures and near failures 

continue to be a major category of reverse transfers. Uni-

versities, concerned with the benefits of retention and the 

costs of attrition, are already pursuing means to diminish 

failure rates. Frank R. Kemmerer identified eighteen stra-

tegies commonly used (5, pp. 100-101). Those universities 

that are aware of the extent not just of their attrition due 

to academic difficulty, but also of reverse transfer rates, 

can assess the role of reverse transfer as a further means 

of diluting under graduate losses. Those armed with data 

regarding academic success/failure after reverse transfer, 

rates of eventual return to the university and of eventual 

degree completion can assess the extent to which reverse 

1
 f 
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transfer might be encouraged for some students. Intensive 

remediation, academic redirection (Clark's "cooling out 

function") (12, p. 5), smaller class size with a more 

nurturing teaching atmosphere, a non-threatening opportunity 

to work through academic indecision, reduced financial 

stress, geographic and/or scheduling convenience are success 

related factors often cited as more readily available at a 

two-year college (4, 7, 8, 12). 

3. A common category of competent, often bright, 

students leaving the university for the two year college 

includes those whose academic, career, or personal objec-

tives change. They may transfer directly to the two year 

college or stop out of education for months or years. They 

intend to eventually complete a baccalaureate degree, but 

may or may not do so. Their lives have been changed by 

family responsibilities, career opportunities too good to 

pass, financial obligations, or a misbegotten intention to 

get away for a while from the rigors of full time academia 

(4, 7, 8, 12). 

A slight variant of this category includes students who 

are academically successful, but reverse transfer because 

university enrollment has not been a rewarding experience. 

Robbins termed these students "alienated dropouts", noting 

that they are generally white, middle class students without 

economic or academic barriers. They have not failed in 
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of grade point average or official academic status, but have 

become disillusioned with the university promise. They do 

not abandon education entirely, but abandon the university 

in favor of the presumed benefits to be found at the two 

year college (14, p. 72). 

Universities should rue the loss of these students to 

the two year college, and should vigorously seek their 

re-entry. Various researchers over the last years have 

established that students attend institutions not just for 

academic content. Cost and convenience, instructor interest 

and support, and the availability of effective support ser— 

vices are repeatedly cited as important factors (4, 7, 8, 

12). Some will re-enter the university without enourage-

ment, but others will not. Universities can make re-entry 

an attractive and mutually beneficial alternative to those 

who might otherwise abandon an appropriate baccalaureate 

goal . 

Academic Strategies for the Two Year College: The 

two year college can consider the academic impact of reverse 

transfer students in terms of obligations and opportunities. 

1. Obligations: Two year colleges are committed to a 

full response to students' needs, including the provision of 

remedial services. Two year colleges have long embraced the 

belief that many underprepared students are none the less 
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capable of learning advanced materials and profiting from a 

higher education experience. In Texas, the recently intro-

duced Texas Academic Skills Program (TASP) underscores the 

vision of this long held belief. All students entering 

public colleges and universities are now required to parti-

cipate in both skills assessment and in needed remediation 

(16). In the past, numbers of university students have 

discovered after the fact that their university studies are 

hampered by the need for development in one or more areas; 

voluntarily or otherwise, many have become reverse transfers 

to seek remediation or to seek an atmosphere where their 

learning can continue while they correct or learn to compen-

sate for their deficiencies. Larger numbers of such univer— 

sity students now will be identified before they meet aca-

demic difficulties, but it can be expected that many still 

will join the reverse transfer ranks to seek remediation 

through the two-year colleges. Two year colleges can use 

this opportunity to further their understanding of the 

remediation process, and develop additional expertise in 

this field. 

2. Opportunities: Reverse transfer students provide 

to the two year colleges a source of excellent academic 

talent. Reverse transfers have been shown to have academic 

strengths beyond those of many of the other students enter-

ing the two year college. Bethune noted that these students 
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add an extra dimension in the classroom, asking more ques-

tions, stimulating discussion, and "...bringing the whole 

class to grips with the why's as well as the how's..." (2, 

p. 39). Renkewicz considered them to be "...among the most 

academically able segment of the community college student 

body..." (13, p. 54). As their numbers increase, two—year 

colleges benefit from their presence as a source of academic 

enrichment, of work/life experience, and of demonstrated 

discipline and determination. 

Two-year colleges, like the universities, also find 

that reverse transfer students require and thus stimulate 

additional academic support services. Whether poor, 

average, or excellent students, they require a changed 

approach to assessment, advisement, orientation, and course 

placement services that considers their demographic and 

experiential differences (4, 6). Administrative problems 

and opportunities are created by a large reverse transfer 

population. Well conceived administrative strategies must 

address the dual concerns of reverse transfer costs and 

services. 

Administrative Strategies; Both two—year and four—year 

institutions may want to examine procedures and costs 

involved in admitting/readmitting, registering, tracking, 

and transcripting the reverse transfer student who may 

eventually enter and re-enter institutions at both levels. 
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Universities whose students reverse transfer in large 

numbers to take particular courses may experience a short 

term saving in some academic departments, but actually will 

incur a substantial loss. Frank Kemmerer in examining the 

costs of attrition cited both obvious and hidden losses 

incurred whenever matriculated students drop out or stop 

out. Each student lost represents a loss of tuition, dormi-

tory and auxiliary service income; state aid, based in most 

states including Texas, on enrollment formulae is also lost. 

In addition, the income of each student's future semesters 

and his potential contribution as an alumnus is forfeited. 

The cost of recruiting a "replacement" student must be 

added, and in times of declining enrollment a replacement 

might not be found. At those times, a short term depart-

mental saving can escalate as enrollment declines into major 

departmental cut-backs (5, pp. 92-100). 

Two-year colleges that are providing courses (whether 

college level or remedial) for reverse transfer students 

also experience added costs, including the hidden costs of 

curriculum development, faculty recruitment, registration 

and records keeping. Various services can address the 

potential costs and the service needs of bi—directional 

transfer populations. Automated transfer equivalency sys-

tems are one response. With institutions at all levels 

carrying diverse titles and departmental numbers for iden-
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tical courses, transcript evaluation, student advisement, 

and articulation have become inordinately complicated. New 

technologies have allowed extensive course equivalency 

tables to provide up to date and comprehensive information 

to students. Institutions have also discovered that simple 

formatting changes can cross reference the information for 

transfer to, as well as from, two-year colleges, providing 

this customized service with little or no additional cost. 

Dual admission (early admission, concurrent admission) 

might also come into common usage for reverse transfers. 

Woodbury cited the numerous benefits of dual admissions 

systems which admit students to linked two-year and four— 

year institutions. An eventual extension of dual admis-

sions, stimulated by large numbers of bi-directional trans— 

f e r students, will allow students to register at either or 

both such linked institutions without intervening admission/ 

readmission processing and transcripting (IS, pp. 10-13). 

Similarly, shared data bases and records keeping can 

eventually address the costly administrative machinations of 

duplicated student records and frequently exchanged tran-

scripts. Palinchak noted that large state-wide records 

systems, such as the one in Florida, are tainted with a "Big 

Brother" image and have in the past been deemed "efficient 

but not effective" (11, p. 15). Indeed in North Texas, 
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discussions that eventually led to the AHE Electronic 

Transfer Network were actually begun as a joint effort 

between TCJC, UTA, and UNT (NTSU at the time) in hope of 

establishing read/write links between institutional compu-

ters. Such plans that flirt with geographically pooled 

interinstitutional records systems can expect continued 

avoidance by skittish legislators and territorial institu-

tions, but might become a future reality as shared student 

populations, appropriate technologies, and increasing 

administrative costs force reassessment. 

Coordinated course scheduling and cooperative calendar-

ing also have gained partial attention as institutions have 

come to recognize the extent to which they are sharing stu-

dent populations and the costs of the resulting duplication, 

Increased reverse transfer populations can only add an addi-

tional stimulus to cooperation in these areas. 

Definition of Terms 

^ Transfer Student is any full—time or part—time 

student who transfers from one college or university to 

snother, regardless of his intent to abandon or return to 

his original institution. 

A Reverse Transfer Student is any student who trans-

fers from a baccalaureate degree granting institution to a 

two-year college. 
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^ Concurrent—Student is any student who is attending 

two colleges or universities at the same time, usually 

during the same semester. 

T h e Source University is the baccalaureate degree 

granting institution from which the reverse transfer student 

came. 

A Baccalaureate Degree Completer is a reverse transfer 

student who transfers to a two-year college after earning 

his degree. 

A Non-Completer is a Reverse Transfer student who 

leaves the university prior to having earned a degree. For 

purposes of this study, the Non-Completer student will be 

categorized according to his academic performance at the 

source university: A Poor Student transferred with a GPA of 

less than 2.0; A Fair Student transferred with a GPA ranging 

from 2.0-2.79; A Good Student who transferred with a GPA of 

2.8 or higher. 

Interceding Factors include three factors that are 

hypothesized to positively influence academic performance of 

Non-Completer Poor and Fair Students. Transfer Dplay pre 

-sumes a period of three or more years between the students' 

leaving the source university and entering the junior col-

l e 9 e * Remediation involves the process of acquiring college 

level skills in Reading, English, and/or Math through devel-

opmental courses taken at the junior college. A Change of 
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Educational Objective occurs when a reverse transfer student 

(assumed to have an academic objective while at the univer-

sity) enters a vocational program or takes only occupational 

skills courses (eg. computer science, accounting), or takes 

courses of an obvious avocational or special purpose nature. 

Summary 

This study is presented in the following manner. Chap-

ter I introduces the topic of reverse transfer and presents 

a statement of the problem; the purposes of the study; the 

research questions; the significance of reverse transfer 

patterns as an area of higher education needing additional 

study, as a phenomenon requiring bi-directional articulation 

efforts, and as a stimulus to responsive academic and 

administrative strategies; the definition of unique terms. 

Chapter 11 is a review of the literature beginning with 

the background of transfer enrollment patterns in general 

and the reverse transfer as a subset of those patterns, 

P^i^ticu 1 ar 1 y in the North Texas area. It also examines 

available literature related to both the historical and the 

emerging definition of reverse transfer; the extent to which 

reverse transfer is occurring; the reverse transfer of stu-

dents with academic deficiencies; the reverse transfer of 

students in good academic standing; the transfer of stu-

dents who have already completed a baccalaureate degree. 
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Chapter III identifies the population examined by the 

study, and establishes the methods and procedures used in 

the collection and analysis of the data. 

Chapter IV is a presentation of the findings of this 

study. It provides a demographic profile of the population, 

an academic profile at the time of transfer, and an academic 

profile following transfer. It addresses each research 

question presenting the analysis and/or statistical treat-

ment of the data. 

Chapter V summarizes the study, relates this study to 

the research that preceded it, interprets the results of 

data analysis and statistical treatment, draws conclusions 

based on the results of the analyses, and makes recommenda-

tions for practice and for future research. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Literature examining the reverse transfer phenomenon is 

limited. Prior to mid-century, college attendance was the 

prerogative of the few and the privileged. College was a 

full-time four year commitment. Movement between colleges 

was unusual. The transfer student was rare, and the reverse 

transfer was probably nonexistent. Not until the G.I. bill 

popularized the adult student, the community/junior college 

movement provided access, and the expansion of higher educa-

tion stimulated general enrollment was the atmosphere ripe 

for the student population to espouse wholesale mobility. 

Transfer Enrollment In Texas 

To be placed in perspective, the reverse transfer popu-

lation should be examined as a subset of the total college 

transfer population. Texas traces its intent toward higher 

education measurement back to 1929 when the State Board of 

Education was first charged with responsibility for collect-

ing and analyzing data and with recommending findings based 

on that data. The Texas uniform reporting system and the 

collection of state-wide enrollment data was initiated (6, 

p. 4). Several subsequent legislative thrusts renewed the 

23 
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call for substantive coordination and measurement of higher 

education; after decades of discussion, a 1950 report of the 

Texas Legislative Council, a fact-finding arm of the legis-

lature, highlighted the problems facing higher education and 

called for action, resulting in 1954 in the establishment of 

the Texas Commission on Higher Education. "The commission 

was unique in that it was the first state agency created 

whose sole purpose was to carry out on a permanent basis, 

the many functions and responsibilities associated with 

coordinating institutions of higher education" (6, pp. 6-7). 

Measurement and analysis of higher education was cited as 

one of those important functions. Because of relatively 

early efforts, the Texas higher education coordinating 

agency can provide enrollment data for much of the century. 

Specialized data, however, such as transfer student enroll-

ment, has been more elusive and reflects the data only of 

more recent years. 

The need to reflect enrollment by admission basis in 

general and transfer status in particular was not systema-

tically pursued until the 1970's; however, the pattern 

derived from the data of even these last fifteen years is 

quite revealing. Total headcount enrollment and transfer 

enrollment from 1976 - 1988 are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Texas Public College and University 
Changes in Fall Headcount Enrollment 1976-88 

1976 1988 Change (*/.) 

Two-Year 
Total 
T ransfer 

211,522 
21,144 

346,439 
35,647 

134,917 
14,503 

647. 
697. 

Four-Year 
Total 
T ransfer 

315,168 
55,573 

385,422 
44,338 

70,154 
<11,235 

227. 
207. > 

Combined 
Total 
T ransfer 

526,679 
76,717 

731,861 
79,985 

205,182 
3,268 

397. 
047. 

Derived from Coordinating Board MIS Data Base (41) 

These were years of rather large enrollment increases. 

The overall transfer student headcount increased as total 

enrollment increased, but did so at a far more modest rate. 

State-wide, enrollment increased by 397., but transfer 

enrollment during the same period increased by only 4"/.. 

Throughout the period more students transferred to 

senior institutions than to two—year colleges, more than 

twice as many in Fall 1976; but by 1988 that proportion had 

substantially narrowed. Senior institutions experienced 

transfer enrollment decreases, while two-year colleges 

transfer levels expanded. 

Transfer enrollment by type of transfer student is pre-

sented for the same period in Table 2. Every category of 

two-year college transfers increased, but the only four-year 

population that increased was that transferring from the two 

year colleges (nominally gaining fewer than 1000 students). 
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Table 2. Texas Public College and University 
Changes in Fall Transfer Enrollment By 
Type of Transfer Student 1976 - 1988 

1976 1988 Change */. 

2 Year 
2-2 4,852 10,380 5,528 1147. 
4-2 9,831 13,149 3,318 347. 
0/S 6,461 12,118 5,657 887. 
A11 21,144 35,647 14,503 697. 

4 Year 
4-4 24,083 13,105 <10,978 467. > 
2-4 17,773 18,765 992 067. 
0/S 13,717 12,468 < 1,249 097.> 
All 55,573 44,338 <11,235 207. > 

Combined 
2-2 4,852 10,380 5,528 1147. 
2-4 17,773 19.765 992 067. 
4-2 9,831 13,149 3,318 347. 
4-4 24,083 13,105 <10,978 467. > 
0/S 20,178 24,586 4,408 227. 
A11 76,717 79,985 3,268 047. 

Derived from Coordinating Board MIS Data Base (41) 

The transfer enrollment patterns of both two—year and 

four-year institutions are presented in Table 3, with each 

category reflected as a percentage of total transfers. 

Acknowledging that the two year/four year character of out 

state transfers is an unknown and perhaps varying factor, 

1988 transfers from two year colleges represent nearly half 

of all students transferring to four year colleges. Despite 

overall decreases in transfers to four year institutions, 

this category of transfers to four year institutions has 
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Table 3. Texas Public College and University 
Changes in Fall Transfer Enrollment By 
Type of Transfer Student 1976 - 1988 

1976 7. 1988 7. 

2 Year 
2-2 4,852 237. 10,380 297. 
4-2 9,831 467. 13,149 377. 
0/S 6,461 317. 12,118 347. 
All 21,144 1007. 35,647 1007. 

4 Year 
4-4 24,083 437. 13,105 307. 
2-4 17,773 327. 18,765 427. 
0/S 13,717 257. 12,468 287. 
All 55,573 1007. 44,338 1007. 

Combined 
2-2 4,852 067. 10,380 137. 
2-4 17,773 237. 19.765 237. 
4-2 9,831 137. 13,149 167. 
4-4 24,083 317. 13,105 167. 
0/S 20,178 267. . 24,586 317. 
A1 1 76,717 1007. 79,985 1007. 

Derived from Coordinating Board MIS Data Base (41) 

increased during the last decade, increasing from at least 

32% in 1976 to at least 42% in 1988. These transfers also 

represent an unchanging proportion (237.) of all college 

transfers in Texas institutions. Again allowing for the 

unknown character of out of state transfers, reverse trans-

fers represent a slightly decreased proportion of total 

transfers to two year colleges, but because two year college 

transfer headcount substantially increased, the reduced pro-

portion assumes diminished importance. Reverse transfers 
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are increasing numerically, and have increased proportion-

ately from 137. of all Texas transfer students in 1976 to 167. 

of all transfers in 1988. 

A Coordinating Board study of transfer students enroll-

ing in Texas public colleges and universities in the Fall 

1984 semester revealed that transfer patterns also can vary 

widely amongst institutions across the state (40). In that 

year transfer students represented 367. of all new students 

enrolling at public institutions; two-year institutions 

reported that transfer students comprised 357. of all new 

students enrolled, while four year institutions reported 

that they represented 297. of all new students. Transfer 

rates at individual institutions, however, ranged quite 

widely. The institutions with the highest and lowest 

transfer rates are identified in Table 4. 

With a current transfer population of nearly 80,000 

students, Texas transfer students are a large and growing 

segment in higher education; a numerically greater mass has 

historically transferred to senior institutions, but a shift 

has been occurring. Students in Texas transfer in large 

numbers moving not just from junior to senior institutions, 

but between two-year colleges, between senior institutions, 

and from senior institutions back to two—year colleges (40). 

The character of an institution that enrolls high percen-

tages and/or large numbers of transfer students is different 

from that of an institution whose student population is 
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Table 4. Texas Public Two-Year and Four Year Institutions 
With Highest and Lowest Transfer Enrollment 

Highest Transfer Levels: Lowest Transfer Levels 

Four Year: 
UTSA 637. Pan Am 217. 
UTAr1ington 617. Lamar Beaumont 187. 
UofH Univ Park 557. Lamar Orange 127. 
UNT (NTSU) 527. Lamar Pt Arthur 117. 
ETSU 447. SFA 67. 

Two Year: 
San Jac South 577. Brazosport 117. 
Cooke County 527. El Paso 97. 
B1 inn 497. Laredo 87. 
Mid 1 and 497. Navarro 77. 
Vernon Regnl 487. Wharton 47. 

Derived from "Analysis of Student Transfer and Persis-
tence." Texas C & U System Coordinating Board (40) 

structured in a more traditional manner. Administrative 

procedures, students services, and even curricular priori-

ties should reflect those differences. 

Transfer Enrollment at Certain 
North Texas Area Institutions 

The institutions of the North Texas area may be an 

anomaly, experiencing inordinately high growth rates that 

reflect the high levels of in—migration and area develop-

ment; North Texas is particularly rich in colleges and 

universities consequently attracting an education oriented 

population and promoting an education conscious atmosphere, 

The availability of a variety of colleges and universities 

seems also to have stimulated transfer activity. The 

Association for Higher Education of North Texas (AHE), a 
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consortium of colleges, universities, libraries, and corpor— 

ations working collectively to support higher education in 

North Texas, recently explored the extent of student trans-

fer between its member institutions. A 1982-83 study deter-

fninsd that 26/ of al 1 transcripts issued by its members were 

issued to one another; those 66,000 transcripts locally pro-

duced and exchanged are expected to increase to 100,000 by 

1990 (1, p. 1). AHE cone 1uded that "...educationa1 d iver— 

sity abounds in North Texas and students take advantage of 

the learning opportunities that such diversity creates. 

They transfer freely and frequently among higher education 

institutions." (1, p. 1). 

The Tarrant County Junior College District, the Uni-

versity of Texas at Arlington, and the University of North 

Texas exemplify the intense transfer activity found in this 

area of the state, providing a view of public sector growth, 

both in overall enrollment and in transfer enrollment. The 

levels of total and transfer enrollment at the three insti-

tutions for the last years are reflected in Tables 5, 6, 7. 

Transfer Enrollment at TCJC: Transfer students have 

consistently made 30-407. of new student enrollment since 

Tarrant County Junior College was established, and have 

averaged 10—15X of total headcount. Its transfer population 

has expanded more rapidly than that of two year public 

institutions state wide. After more than twenty years of 
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operation the new student population has expanded 111*/, -from 

4,211 in 1967 to 8,866 in 1988, but its transfer population 

has increased by 159"/.. 

Transfer Enrollment at UTft: Total enrollment at UTA 

has increased by 697. since 1969, new student enrollment has 

increased by 36%, but the rate of transfer enrollment growth 

has exceeded both, increasing by a 118"/.. As might be expec-

ted in an area with two very large community/junior college 

districts, transfers from two year colleges are a relatively 

large percentage (34*/.) of new student enrollment. 

Transfer Enrollment at UNT: Total enrollment at LINT 

has increased by 57%. New student enrollment has increased 

by 50/., slightly less than total enrollment, while transfer 

enrollment has increased by a nearly equal 56"/.. In all 

categories, most of the increases have been realized during 

this decade with enrollment varying marginally until the 

early 80's and then suddenly exploding. Transfer levels 

from two—year colleges are 30% of new student enrollments. 
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The expansion of total enrollment, transfer enrollment, 

and new student enrollment for the three is summarized in 

Table 8. All three institutions surpass state trends in 

rates of growth for both total and transfer enrollment. 

TCJC exceeds state rates of transfer growth for two-year 

colleges, and both UTA and UNT manifest substantial transfer 

growth despite statewide trends toward flattened, even 

diminished, transfer enrollment in four year institutions 

(as indicated by Table 2). 

TABLE 8. Change in Transfer Enrollment Compared to 
Change in Total Enrollment and New Enrollment 
At Three North Texas Area Public Institutions 

Col lege/ Years Chg Chg Chg 
University Measured Total New T ransfer 

TCJC 67-88 524*/. 1117. 1597. 
UTA 69-88 69*/. 36"/. 1187. 
UNT 72-88 577. 507. 567. 

Derived from Tables 5, 6, 7 

A view of the transfer patterns of the three is pro-

vided in Table 9. Private and out-of-state institutions are 

not identified by level, but must be assumed to include a 

high percentage of four-year institutions since essentially 

all Texas private colleges are four year institutions. 

Today's mobile population has created an equally mobile 

student population. Students transfer easily and casually 

from one institution to another, and often back again. Not 
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Table 9. Fall 1984 Transfer Patterns at Three Public 
Institutions in the North Texas Area 

2-2 4-4 2-4 4-2 Prv,0/S 

TCJC 604 n/a n/a 1365 1380 
77. n/a n/a 167. 167. 

UTA n/a 709 1,752 n/a 753 
147. 347. 147. 

UNT n/a 531 1,326 n/a 449 
127. 307. 107. 

Derived from CB "Analysis of Student Transfer." (40) 

surprisingly, two year college transfer enrollments are 

increasing at an even faster rate than that of the four year 

colleges, and two year colleges are now faced with transfer 

and articulation concerns of greater proportion and complex-

ity than has been widely recognized and addressed. 

The reverse transfer student, the student who first 

enrolls at a university but then transfers to a two-year 

college, includes a wide cross section of students that 

provides administrative and academic challenges to both the 

junior and senior institutions; the reverse transfer popu-

lation is a shared population that creates opportunities and 

challenges to all levels of higher education. 

Reverse Transfer Defined 

The reverse transfer student was examined in a 1960 

study conducted by B. R. Clark. Clark defined the reverse 

transfer as a student who was struggling with or could not 
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survive the academic rigors of the university (29, p. 5). 

Studies conducted during the following decade accepted the 

Clark definition, and considered the record of academic 

success after transfer to the two—year college of students 

who had been placed on university probation or suspension. 

It was assumed that the end goal of these students, their 

very definition of success, was a return to the university 

and the eventual completion of the baccalaureate degree. 

Philosophical discussions often centered around the reverse 

transfers' appropriate transit through the two-year college 

open door and the elimination of barriers to their continued 

studies and eventual success. 

Not until 1970 did Heinze and Daniels extend the defi-

nition beyond those narrow confines, including any student, 

^ ̂ — time or part—time, currently attending a two—year 

college, who last attended a baccalaureate degree granting 

institution (13, p. 4). Other researchers refined the defi-

nition, categorizing this varied population according to 

academic background and/or educational objective. Reverse 

transfers often are not in academic difficulty, but leave 

the university, permanently or temporarily, for a wide 

variety of reasons: to remedy poor social or academic 

adjustment to the university setting, to seek reduced aca-

demic competition, to respond to financial stress, to find 

a supportive atmosphere that recognizes life's multiple and 
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simultaneous demands, to respond to a necessary relocation 

or job opportunity, and/or to pursue more realistic, and 

perhaps more immediate, educational goals> A "few reverse 

transfer students are enrolled concurrently, attending both 

a two-year college and a university, whether seeking simul-

taneous educational goals or simply more convenient schedu-

ling (34, p. 12). Many enroll as transient students speci-

fically planning to take only a course or two to transfer 

back to their university (28) (34, p. 12). Reverse trans-

fers include the returning adult who stopped out for a 

number of years, participants in government and industrial 

training programs, and those seeking a variety of career 

changes and skill supplements (14). They also include many 

who have already completed a degree, but are pursuing a 

career change, personal enrichment, or a short term academic 

goal (2)(15)(29)(32)(33)(37). 

Thus by definition, reverse transfers are now under-

stood to be students who enrolled in a university prior to 

entry into a two-year college, including university non-

completers and completers, academic deficients and many in 

good standing, permanent and temporary transfers, immediate 

and delayed transfers. Both their transfer patterns and 

their reasons for transfer are myriad, and their numbers 

are substantial. 
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Extent of the Population 

Studies conducted around the nation during the last 

three decades have shown the reverse transfer population to 

be expanding but not carefully measured. Early researchers 

offered some indication of the size of the population and 

generally forecast its growth. In 1960, Clark noted that 

"reverse flow students" were so prevalent that at least one 

college used their numbers for enrollment predictions (29, 

p. 5). In the late 60's, Heinze and Daniels, in the only 

known national study, found that 9.44*/. of the students 

enrolled in the forty-six junior colleges then affiliated 

with the American Association of Junior Colleges were 

reverse transfers (13, p. 4). In North Carolina, in a five-

year period of the late 60's, approximately 5000 students 

transferred in each direction between that state's junior 

colleges and universities (11, p . 38). The Illinois Council 

on Articulation noted that in 1969 there were nearly as many 

reverse transfers as traditional direction transfers (17, p. 

425). Also in Illinois, Kirby found that in every fall 

semester from 1972 to 1977, more reverse transfer students 

enrolled at Oakton College than did any other category of 

transfer student (15, p. 6). In Pennsylvania, reverse 

transfer students tripled from 1974 to 1976 (21, p. 5). 

Santa Ana College (California) in 1977 cited a 217. reverse 

transfer population (34, p. 5). 
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In more recent years, detailed transfer studies have 

been conducted by several states and/or state-wide systems, 

yielding an interesting statistical glimpse at the reverse 

transfer population on a wider scale. A generalization of 

their findings is made difficult by their differing para-

meters, but several studies do share common elements. Three 

of those studies (Hawaii, Minnesota, Missouri) conducted 

during the same approximate time period (1977-1982), portray 

reverse transfer enrollment as 27.-77. of total two-year 

enrollment and 35X-637. of total students transferring to 

two-year colleges (35, pp. 2,3,8) (42, pp. 14-15) (25, pp. 

9-12, 17-24). 

Many subsequent studies have examined various facets of 

the reverse transfer population. Most, however, have used 

very limited samples and/or have measured only a few 

factors, adding little to understanding of the population 

size. One notable exception was a 1982 study of the massive 

Los Rios Community College District (California) conducted 

through the California Association of Community Colleges. 

The demographics of the three colleges of the district, 

American River College, Cosumnes River College, and 

Sacramento City College, are considered to be highly 

representative of the California community college system, 

and the derived sample used to study transfer student 

characteristics was determined to be representative both of 
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the Los Rios district and of the statewide community college 

population (26, p. 2). The first major research question 

addressed by the Los Rios study was, "What is the extent of 

the Reverse Transfer population in the Los Rios Community 

College District?" (29, p. 22). Reverse transfers 

students were found to be 19.67. of the total transfer 

population, specifically of the Los Rios district and also 

implicitly of all students transferring into the California 

community colleges (29, p. 25). 

Other recent but less detailed studies supplement the 

still piece-meal statistical picture. In 1983, both Illi-

nois and North Carolina studied their transfer populations. 

Illinois found one-third as many reverse transfer students 

as traditional (two-year to four-year) transfers, but North 

C^folina found one—third as many traditional transfers as 

reverse transfers (8). A joint study of the University of 

California and California State University systems, also in 

1983, found 35,600 two—year college students transferring 

into one of the universities while 38,400 transferred out of 

the universities and back to the two-year colleges (22, p. 

10). In fall 1984, Hogan determined that 2,673 reverse 

transfer students represented 22.6*/. of the all students 

(both new to college and transfer) entering thirteen two-

year colleges in Kentucky (12, p. 297). In 1986, the Texas 

College and University Coordinating Board, Community 
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Colleges and Technical Division, studied transfer students 

in public colleges and universities. Although the study was 

primarily concerned with the performance of two-year college 

students who transferred to universities, it found that 

12.87. of the new student enrollment in Texas public two-year 

colleges is comprised of reverse transfers from Texas public 

universities. An unidentified additional number are trans-

ferring from private and out of state universities (40, pp. 

18-27). 

The reverse transfer population has been measured only 

in the limited geographic and definitional context of speci-

fic, and usually small, research or statistical studies. 

State—wide and/or system—wide data are available in only a 

handful of locations. A recent nation-wide measure hasn't 

been attempted. Even though its measure is inexact, the 

reverse transfer population is quite definitely a large and 

emerging population, growing as fast or faster than the 

transfer population as a whole. 

Non-Completers with Academic Deficiencies 

Early studies of the reverse transfer population 

focused on the academically deficient student. Accepting 

the Clark definition, such students were defined as univer-

sity failures or near-failures. Traditionally, students on 

suspension (and often those on probation) from another in-

stitution were denied admission if they sought to enroll 
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elsewhere. The "open door" philosophy of most two-year 

colleges fomented against this traditional exclusion. Open 

door proponents questioned why, though the door was open to 

an amazing array of clientele, from illiterates to prison 

inmates, it must make academic outcasts of those whose only 

crime was an earlier failure (27, p. 27). Those colleges 

that admitted such students did so with maximum restric-

tions: admission by probation, admission only after an 

enforced period of suspension, or retention of the failing 

GPA as a lingering reminder of the failure and a persistent 

detractor to success (3)(14)(23)(27)(41). McKibbin went so 

far as to recommend that past failures be erased, seeing a 

"crucial function" of the junior college to be "...that of 

assisting the individual to adjust his level of aspiration 

to his abilities (23, pp. 22-23). Many others charged the 

two-year colleges with a responsibility to these students, 

citing the need for a "cooling out" (Clark 1960, Simon 1967) 

the need to stop "branding" failures (Boze 1962), for a 

"salvage function" (Undem and Muck 1965) or a "retread 

function" (S. Lee, 1975), or to recover "late bloomers" 

(Gragg & Stroud, 1977). 

The philosophical debaters called for data to measure 

the academic success of the "failures" once they had been 

given a second chance. Do these students perform once 

enrolled at the two—year college? Why do they succeed? 
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Does that success then transfer back to the university and 

result in continued performance? A few presented their own 

preliminary findings. Winstead (1966) found that the aca-

demic performance of reverse transfer students was far 

better at the junior college than it had been at the univer-

sity prior to transfer (27, p. 27-28). Undem and Muck 

(1966) studied 215 reverse transfer students enrolled at El 

Camino College (California) and found that 707. increased 

their GPA sufficiently to be removed from probation (27, p. 

28). Meadows & Ingle devised an admission system for 

Kennesaw Junior College (Georgia) for students on probation 

and suspension from both two-year and four-year institu-

tions. Criteria for admission for "low performance" trans-

fers ignored college performance, but predicted freshman GPA 

based on high school performance and SAT scores using 

regression equations formulated on performance of students 

who had demonstrated success after transfer to a univer-

sity.Those with predicted freshman success were admitted. A 

group of fifty-three reverse transfer students were admitted 

using the special criteria. Although the cohort was quite 

small, the results were none-the-less impressive. The mean 

GPA of the group increased by .89, only slightly less than 

one letter grade; 64% experienced sufficient success to be 

removed from probation. Interestingly, the reverse transfer 

success rate was much higher than that of the "failures" 
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similarly admitted from other two-year colleges who experi-

enced a 64'/. non-success rate (24, pp. 49-52). Kuznik also 

dBtBrminsd in a comparison o*f two groups of University of 

Iowa students (one group had been reverse transfers) that 

the typical reverse transfer student had indeed experienced 

academic difficulty at the university but increased his GPA 

after transferring to a two-year college (17, p. 250). 

Many researchers have questioned further, wondering 

whether reverse transfer students, having succeeded at the 

two-year college, returned to the university and found con-

tinued success or even the ultimate success of baccalaureate 

completion. Willingham (1973) identified these students as 

"Double Reverse Transfers" but they have since been commonly 

referred to as "4-2-4's" (ie., four-year to two-year to 

four-year). 

Carter and Schultz were among the first to examine the 

question of eventual university success in detail. In 1971 

they reviewed the records of 121 Florida State University 

students who had been earlier FSU failures. Prior to trans-

fer to a two—year college, all of their sample had GPA's 

below 2.0; 487. had GPA's under 1.5. All of the students 

included in the study remained at the two-year college for 

two years and were then readmitted to FSU. 747. continued to 

be academically successful, maintaining a GPA of 2.0 or 

higher (5, p. 28). 
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Another 1971 study examined 195 university students with 

poor academic records who transferred to a two year college 

and performed satisfactorily. Ninety-seven (507.) of those 

students then transferred back to the university and 

continued to perform creditably; their mean GPA improved 

with each quarter (4, pp. 355-356). 

In 1972 Swaim conducted a ten year longitudinal study 

(1960—1970). 179 university students who had been suspended 

and 136 students who had been placed on probation were 

admitted to Southern Baptist College (Arkansas). While 

enrolled at SBC the mean GPA of the group was increased by 

one letter grade. 223 or 707. achieved a GPA of 2.0 or 

higher. During ensuing years, 161 of the original 315 

returned to a university. By 1970, 50 had completed bacca-

laureate degrees and 19 others had attained and maintained a 

2.0 GPA while enrolled at their university. While Swaim's 

"success" rate at the university was lower than the 747. 

demonstrated at FSU, 70/C of the "low grade" reverse trans-

fers were salvaged from failure having achieved success at 

the two-year college and/or the university (27, pp. 28-29). 

In a more recent longitudinal study, Northern Illinois 

^versity studied ^69 NIL) students who had been reverse 

transfers. 457. had transferred to a two-year college in 

academic distress with a GPA lower than 2.0. Their mean GPA 

at transfer had been 1.59. While enrolled at a two-year 
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college, the mean GPA of the group increased by 1.59 points 

to 2.99. 55/. of the group completed Associates degrees, and 

55.47. eventually became NIL) graduates. A discriminate anal-

ysis of academic variables indicated that " a student's 

NIU status was more likely to be a function of his two-year 

college performance than of performance at his original 

university (37, pp. 132-135). 

Several researchers considered the reasons low perfor-

mance university students rather consistently improve even 

after relatively short enrollments at the two-year college. 

One question relating to these successes is too often 

avoided, and when asked evades a definitive answer. Do 

marginal students succeed at the two-year college simply 

because they meet a lesser academic challenge? 

Kuznik examined the reasons most often given by both 

the critics and the proponents of two-year college instruc-

tional quality. He concluded that it is difficult if not 

impossible to compare two—year college and university 

teaching performance or grading standards (16, p. 252). 

Other researchers have sought student perceptions of the 

comparative academic difficulty. Reverse transfer students 

reported to Winstead in 1966 that their two—year college 

classes were "easier", but also indicated that they studied 

more out of class and attended classes more regularly than 

they had while at the university; many indicated that they 
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found the teaching approach and the atmosphere more inter— 

esting, making them want to learn more (4, p.358). Reverse 

transfer students enrolled in 1973 at Valencia Community 

College and Seminole Junior College (Florida) reported their 

perceptions of the levels of difficulty experienced at their 

four-year and two-year institutions. Of the responding 

students, 427. believed that approximately equal levels of 

performance were required, but 477. considered their four-

year schools to be more demanding. Interestingly enough, 

457. felt that they learned more at their two-year college, 

while only 167. learned more through their university experi-

ence (10, p. 27). Reverse transfer students enrolled at 

Miami Dade College (Florida) and questioned in 1980 about 

those factors that contributed to their learning experience 

reported few measurable differences between their percep-

tions of academic quality provided by the university and 

two-year college. They also, however, scored the two-year 

college instructorsas more accessible and more interested in 

their success (20, p. 372). 

A number of other factors have been found to contribute 

to the success of reverse transfer students. The two-year 

college is often, though not always, smaller and nearly 

always more nurturing, providing those support services that 

marginal students need for success (16, p. 253) (24, p. 48). 

Even very large two-year colleges offer smaller classes and 
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a high degree of student/instructor contact (4, p. 35) (23, 

p. 24) (20, p. 372). 

Characteristically, reverse transfer students are capa-

ble of strong academic performance, often more capable than 

the typical two-year college student. Most have high 

admission test scores and/or were strong students in high 

school. Many had gained admission to highly selective 

institutions. Their poor record at the university is rarely 

attributable to a lack of ability. Many (particularly 

males) enroll at the university for all the wrong reasons, 

and consequently fail. By the time they become reverse 

transfers, they are somewhat older and certainly more exper— 

ienced and better equipped for academic survival. Their 

conditional admission to the two-year college (on probation) 

may also tend to be a real stimulus to improved academic 

performance (16, p. 252) (24, p. 48). 

Undoubtedly, many reverse transfer students leave the 

university as failures or near-failures. Many transfer to 

the two-year college because it provides their only chance 

for academic recovery, and a high percentage find renewed 

success through their two-year college experience. Some 

eventually return to the university, maintain a higher level 

of performance, and eventually graduate. 
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Non-Completers in Good Standing 

By 1970 the original definition of Reverse Transfer had 

been expanded to recognize and include the growing numbers 

of students who transfer from the university to the two-year 

college even though they are not in academic distress. Four 

studies (Fischer 1975, Rooth 1979, Slark 1982, Reis 1987) 

have attempted to measure the numbers or proportions of this 

segment of reverse transfers. In three of these studies, 

reverse transfer in good standing ranged from 647. to 967. of 

respondents (10, p. 26) (30, p. 21) (34, p. 7). The fourth 

surveyed only summer reverse transfer students and, not 

surprisingly found 99% to be in good standing at their 

source university (28, p. 7). Despite Rose's unsettling 

reminder of the limitations of self-reported GPA data (31, 

p. 7) the responses of these students might be considered to 

be reasonably representative. 

Several subgroups of reverse transfers in good standing 

can be identified. Perhaps the largest group attending the 

two-year college in preference to their university are doing 

so for financial reasons. Compatible and perhaps over— 

lapping with the fiscally conscious are those who have 

multiple priorities. These students have careers (often 

working full-time) and family obligations; many are 

geographically bound and are not within commuting distance 

of a university. Another sub-group is composed of students 
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who regardless of priorities, financial concerns, or commut-

ting distances, choose to attend a two-year college instead 

of a university. Many left the university because they 

were dissatisfied with or unsure about their educational 

direction. Others specifically opted to pursue a two—year 

college occupational program in lieu of a baccalaureate 

degree. Vet others have abandoned degree plans entirely, 

preferring to take course work in specific skill or interest 

areas (34, p. 4) (29, pp. 9-10). 

Slark termed yet another small but determined segment 

as Expediters , or good students who attend the two—year 

college to supplement their university program (34, p. 5). 

Included are those who attend the university and a two-year 

college concurrently, those who attend as summer transients, 

and those who are pursuing simultaneous objectives (such as 

attending the two-year college to gain needed job skills or 

for avocational interests in the midst of pursuing a univer-

sity degree). 

Reverse transfer students who transfer in good standing 

have not been separately examined or measured. The little 

that is known about them has been surmised from broader 

studies that either merge all reverse transfer students in 

good standing, including those with baccalaureate degrees, 

or merge all students who transfer prior to degree comple-

tion, including those in academic distress. It is possible 
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that this is the "fastest growing segment of the reverse 

transfer population and that it can provide a sensible basis 

against which to measure the extent that the reverse trans-

fer in academic distress "recovers" during his two-year 

college enrollment. 

Baccalaureate Degree Completers 

The proportion of those reverse transfers students who 

have already completed a baccalaureate degree is a continu-

ing unknown in exact terms. Robert Rue, as President of 

Mohegan Community College (Connecticut) estimated the num-

bers of this intriguing population at his own college to be 

roughly 5"/. of total 1976 enrollment, and generalized that 

supposition to national enrollments (33, p. 27). Two Cali-

fornia studies specifically sought to identify the extent 

that graduated students are attending the two—year college. 

The Los Rios Community College District determined that 7.67. 

of the sampled 10,196 students already held degrees (29). 

Santa Ana College determined that more than 107. of its 1982 

enrollment of more than 25,000 as degreed students (34, p . 

4). Demographically, several researchers have found degreed 

students to be somewhat different than other reverse trans-

fer students. They are somewhat older, tend to be married 

or divorced with dependents, to be employed, working more 

hours and enrolled for fewer units. They are usually 

financially self supporting (26, p. 273). Not surprisingly, 
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they also are "among the most academically able segment of 

the community college student body" (29, p. 54). Bethune 

considered these "retoolers" to add an extra dimension in 

the classroom, asking more questions, stimulating discus-

sion, and "...bringing the whole class to grips with the 

why's as well as the how's" (2, p. 39). 

The reasons that these students enroll in the two-year 

college have been explored by several researchers. The case 

studies explored by both Rue (1976) and Bethune (1977) 

pointed toward the need for hard skills and/or supplemental 

skills, particularly amongst those students with liberal 

arts backgrounds. Bethune noted that the acquisition of 

these hard skills was more important than pursuing a gradu-

ate degree, which often left the graduate with as little 

employabi1ity as had his baccalaureate degree (2, p. 40). 

A study of students who transferred to Piedmont 

Virginia Community College in fall 1981 questioned whether 

"..degree holders who graduated in fields popularly 

characterized as having relatively low demand in the job 

market might be coming to PVCC to attain a hard skill in 

order to increase employabi1ity", and subsequently found 

that a significant number of students with degrees were 

indeed concentrated in subjects associated with high 

employabi1ity (32, p. 1). 
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The Los Rios study identified "multiple reasons" that 

students with degrees enroll in two-year colleges, citing 

"personal growth and interest" as the reason most frequently 

given, followed closely by occupationally related reasons, 

such as the improvement of occupational skills, training to 

get a better job, discovering new career interests, and 

concern to increase occupational marketabi1ity (29, p. 274). 

Hogan also identified location and the ability to enroll 

while continuing employment as frequent reasons given by 

degreed students enrolled as reverse transfers. Hogan's 

respondents also indicated that the two-year college was 

specifically chosen, and that enrollment elsewhere (such as 

graduate school) was not an acceptable alternative (12, pp. 

3 0 2 - 3 0 4 ) . 

Summary 

In Texas, transfer students are a large and growing 

segment of higher education and that reverse transfer is not 

uncommon. The reverse transfer phenomenon has received 

little examination in this or other states. Early studies 

concentrated only on those students who were university 

failures or near-failures, and explored the philosophical 

basis for their continued enrollment. Community and junior 

college proponents believed that the two-year colleges could 

provide an indispensable "salvage" function on behalf of 
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these students. They were, after all, students of strong 

academic potential. 

Early research centered on the performance of reverse 

transfers after they were admitted to the two-year college, 

and found that they were generally successful. Critics 

countered that the two—year colleges lacked academic rigor, 

but additional study found that a positive teaching atmo-

sphere and the availability of support services at the two-

year college were factors contributing to success. Further, 

many students who "recovered" through reverse transfer 

gained readmission to the universities, continued to perform 

creditably, and eventually attained their degrees. 

By the early 70 s, it was apparent that reverse trans-

fer was not limited to those with academic deficiencies. 

Many students were transferring from the universities in 

good standing. They sought the financial and geographical 

convenience offered by the two-year schools, liked the 

supportive atmosphere, the smaller classes and the close 

teacher/student associations. Some transferred as a 

temporary measure intending to return to the university, 

while others changed their educational direction and/or 

their priorities. A substantial number of reverse transfer 

students had already earned baccalaureate degrees, but found 

the need for additional studies and/or for personal enrich-

ment. 
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It is no longer unusual for students to transfer rather 

freely between and among two-year and four-year colleges. 

The changed enrollment patterns affect administrative, aca-

demic, and student services, program planning and schedul-

ing, classroom content and delivery systems. Additional 

study can clarify the needs and expectations of both the 

reverse transfer students and the institutions they attend. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the methods 

and procedures used for the collection and analysis of the 

data. This study was primarily descriptive, but included 

analysis of student characteristics prior to reverse trans-

fer and during up to five years of junior college enroll-

ment. Data were obtained by a review of student academic 

records, and through analysis using the microcomputer based 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). The 

study was designed to measure and describe reverse transfer 

students and to determine relationships between demographic 

characteristics, academic characteristics measured at the 

point of transfer, and academic performance following 

transfer. The study concentrated on Non-Completer (NC) 

students categorized according to academic performance at 

the Source University (SU): Poor Students transferred with 

a SPA lower than 2.0; Fair Students transferred with a GPA 

ranging from 2.0 - 2.79; Good Students transferred with a 

GPA of 2.8 or higher. Comparisons were made of differences 

based on age, gender, ethnicity, persistence (at the source 

university and at the junior college), and transfer patterns 
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(SU only/multiple transfer); a tangential study examined the 

presence or absence of factors that might have influenced 

the post-transfer performance of Non-Completers: delayed 

transfer, participation in remediation after transfer, 

and/or change of educational direction were considered as 

possible factors. 

A separate examination of Baccalaureate Degree Comple-

ters measured the extent of post-graduate enrollment at the 

junior college, explored the demographic and academic pro-

file of the group, and categorized the types of course work 

sought. 

The Population 

The population of the study includes 608 reverse trans-

fer students who enrolled at Tarrant County Junior College 

as new transfer students in the fall 1984 semester from one 

of ten four-year colleges or universities in the three 

county (Tarrant, Dallas, Denton) area. The ten source 

institutions include one private college, five private 

universities, and four public universities; there are six 

(6) students in the population from Bishop College (BC); 

seven (7) from Dallas Baptist University (DBU); eight (8) 

from Southern Methodist University (SMU); 84 from Texas 

Christian University (TCU); sixty-seven (67) from Texas 

Wesleyan University (TWC); fourteen (14) from Texas Woman's 

University (TWU); five (5) from the University of Dallas 
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(UD); sixty-seven (67) from the University of North Texas 

(UNT); three-hundred-forty-six (346) from the University of 

Texas at Arlington (UTA); and four (4) from the University 

of Texas at Dallas (UTD). The population includes both 

temporary and permanent transfers; it de-emphasizes but does 

not exclude the traditional summer transient population. 

It specifically excludes those who previously attended TCJC. 

The total population was examined; sampling was not used. 

The distribution of the population among the ten Source 

Universities is presented in Table 10. Slightly over half 

of the population (56.9%) reverse transferred from the 

University of Texas at Arlington. In all, 29.17. reverse 

transferred from the six private institutions. One third 

(33.2%) of the Non-Completer students are from private 

institutions; 507. of the students from UTD, 507. of the 

students from TWU, and 87.57. of the students from SMU are 

Baccalaureate Degree Completers. 

Students who transferred without having attempted hours 

at the Source University are separately depicted. These 

students enrolled at the university but withdrew from all 

course work with a grade of W or WP or a similar no-credit 

non-punitive mark. Their GPA of record is 0.00, but that 

represents the absence of GPA, distinct from the 0.00 GPA of 

students who attempted but failed all of their semester 

hours. They may or may not be Poor Students; they will be 

depicted throughout the study as a separate category. 
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Table 10. Reverse Transfer Students by Source University 

NON-COMPLETERS TRANS-
P F R R c n 

COM-
PLETE 
WITH-
DRAW 

TOTAL 

N=608 

0.00 
to 

1.99 

2.00 
to 

2.79 

2.80 
to 

4.00 

Total 
C NC ] 
C7.NC ] 

f v - r \ r \ C i J j 

WITH 
DEGREE 

COM-
PLETE 
WITH-
DRAW 

7.N 

BC 
7. 

1 

00.5 
3 

02.2 
0 [ 4 ] 

[00.9] 
2 

01.5 
0 6 

01.0 

DBU 1 

00.5 
1 

00.8 
3 

02.7 
[ 5 ] 
[01.1] 

2 
01.5 

0 7 
01.2 

SMU 0 1 

00.8 
0 [ 1 ] 

[00.2] 
7 

05.3 
0 8 

01.3 

TCU 19 
08.8 

14 
10.1 

24 
21.2 

[ 57 ] 
[12.3] 

26 
19.5 

1 

10.0 
84 

13.8 

TWC 28 
13.1 

18 
13.0 

10 
08.8 

[ 56 ] 
[12.0] 

10 
07.5 

1 

10.0 
67 

11.0 

TWU 3 
01.4 

2 
01.4 

2 
01.8 

[ 7 ] 
[01.5] 

7 
05.3 

0 14 
02.3 

UD 0 1 

00.7 
3 

02.7 
[ 4 ] 
[00.9] 

1 

00.8 
0 5 

00.8 

UNT 21 
09.8 

14 
10.1 

7 
06.2 

[ 42 3 
[09.03 

24 
18.0 

1 

10.0 
67 

11.0 

UTA 140 
65.4 

83 
60.1 

64 
56.6 

[287 ] 
[61.7] 

52 
39.1 

7 
70.0 

346 
56.9 

UTD 1 
00.5 

1 
00.8 

0 [ 2 ] 
[00.4] 

2 
01.5 

0 4 
00.7 

Total 214 
35.2 

138 
22.7 

113 
18.6 

[465 ] 
[76.5] 

133 
21.9 

10 
01.6 

608 

Procedures for Collection of the Data 

The population was identified through query of the 

Tarrant County Junior College (TCJC) student master file to 

identify students who transferred from any of the ten source 
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institutions. TCJC permanent records, applications for ad-

mission, and transfer transcripts were examined to eliminate 

readmissions, to identify the source institution, and to 

determine demographic and academic characteristics at trans-

fer and academic performance subsequent to transfer. Where 

transcripts were not available in TCJC files and/or applica-

tions did not provide definitive information, supplemental 

information was acquired from the source institutions. 

For each member of the population, three types of data 

were recorded on a data base file supported by SPSS: demo-

graphic data; academic data at the point of transfer; and 

academic data following transfer. Appendices I, II, and III 

describe the categorical content of each data element. 

Demographic data include: Date of Birth; Sex; Ethnicity. 

Academic data at the point of transfer include: Source 

University (SU); SU 6PA; SU Persistence (number of hours 

attempted); SU Transfer Patterns (types of other institu-

tions attended prior to enrollment at the source univer-

sity). Academic data following transfer include: Junior 

College (JC) GPA; JC Persistence (number of hours attempted; 

number of semesters or terms of enrollment); Transfer Delay 

(number of years elapsed between leaving the source univer-

sity and entering the junior college); Remediation (remedial 

courses taken/passed); and Educational Objective (academic, 

occupational/vocational, and avocational/special purpose). 
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Limitations 

Junior college transfer records are not always required 

prior to initial enrollment; many transfer students, by 

policy, are allowed to submit transcripts during their first 

semester of enrollment; some who do not enroll for more than 

one semester may never submit transcripts. Summer transient 

students often do not submit transcripts at all unless they 

subsequently enroll during a fall or spring semester. In 

such instances missing document(s) were acquired directly 

from the source university. 

When complete documentation was not available in TCJC 

files, additional information was sought directly from the 

source university; by that means, complete data was acquired 

for all but sixty-eight (68) students. Students with missing 

data were included in the study to the extent that data was 

available for each one. 

Research Questions 

The following research questions guided the study: 

1. Are there differences in the demographic profiles 

of Non-Completer students in the three academic categories 

(Poor, Fair, Good), as measured by age, gender, or ethni-

city? 

2. Are Non-Completer students of all academic cate-

gories equally apt to have attended other institutions in 



addition to the source university prior to transfer to the 

junior college? 

3. Do Non-Completer students of all academic cate-

gories demonstrate similar relationships between persistence 

(as measured by the number of semester hours attempted at 

the source university) and source university GPA? 

4. Do Non-Completer students of all academic cate-

gories demonstrate similar relationships between persistence 

(as measured both by the number of semester hours attempted 

and by the number of terms attended at the junior college) 

and junior college cumulative BPA? 

5. Do Non-Completer students of all academic cate-

gories improve academically after transfer to the junior 

college; are there differences between the levels of per-

formance after transfer to the junior college as measured 

(a) after the first semester following reverse transfer, and 

(b) throughout the period of junior college enrollment? 

6. Do Non—Completer Poor and Fair students demonstrate 

higher academic performance, as measured by junior college 

cumulative GPA, when involved with one or more of three 

interceding factors (Transfer Delay; Remediation, Change of 

Educational Direction)? 

7. What are the demographic and academic characteris-

tics of those reverse transfer students who completed a 

baccalaureate degree prior to enrolling at the junior 

college? 
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Procedures for Analysis of the Data 

Visual review of student records and microcomputer 

based Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 

were used to measure and analyze the data. Statistical 

tests used were the T-test to measure differences between 

GPA Means, and the Pearson Product Moment test to determine 

correlation between characteristics. Prior to examining the 

seven research questions, three population profiles are 

drawn: a demographic profile displaying Age, Gender, and 

Ethnicity; an academic profile at the time of transfer 

including the Source University (SU) GPA, the Number of 

Hours Attempted at the Source University, and the Source 

University Transfer Patterns (types of institutions attended 

prior to enrolling at the university); and an academic 

profile after reverse transfer including Junior College 

First Semester GPA, Junior College Cumulative GPA, Number of 

Hours Attempted at the Junior College, and Number of Terms 

Attended at the Junior College. 

The following statistical treatments were applied to 

address the research questions: 

Research Question One asks whether there are differ-

ences in the demographic characteristics of students in the 

three academic categories of Non-Completer students. The 

demographic profile is drawn; frequencies and the percen-

tages that they represent are used to derive the character 

of students by academic category. 
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Research Question Two asks whether a difference exists 

between Source University Transfer Patterns and SUGPA for 

the Non-Completer population and for its three academic 

categories. Frequency distribution percentages are used to 

determine differences between students by academic category. 

Research Question Three asks whether a relationship 

exists between persistence of enrollment at the university 

and university GPA for the Non—Completer population and its 

three academic categories. Semester Hours Attempted at the 

Source University are correlated with SUGPA for each compo-

nent of the Non-Completer population. 

Research Question Four asks whether a relationship 

exists between persistence of enrollment at the junior col-

lege and cumulative junior college GPA for the Non-Completer 

population and its three academic categories. Junior 

college persistence is measured both by Junior College Hours 

Attempted and by Junior College Terms Attended. The Mean 

Number of Junior College Hours Attended is computed for 

comparison of persistence between academic groups. Also, 

Junior College Semester Hours Attempted and Junior College 

Terms Attended are separately correlated with Junior College 

Cumulative GPA to explore the relationships within each 

group. 

Research Question Five asks whether Non-Completer 

students improve academically after reverse transfer, as 
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measured by the difference between Source University GPA and 

'"ifst Semester Junior College GPA and between Source Univef— 

sity GPA and Junior College Cumulative GPA. The T-test was 

used to measure the levels of GPA improvement for the Non-

Completer population and for each of its academic categor-

ies. Research Question Six asks whether those Poor and Fair 

students who experience one or more of the three interceding 

factors (Transfer Delay, Participation in Remediation, 

Change of Educational Objective) show a higher level of 

academic improvement than those Poor and Fair students who 

are not involved. The T-test was used to measure differ-

ences in Cumulative GPA between Poor and Fair Students who 

experienced Transfer Delay or a Change in Objective. Use of 

the T-test was precluded by the small number of students 

participating in remediation; instead, student permanent 

records were examined for effects of remediation. 

Research Question Seven asks about the demographic and 

academic profile of the students who reverse transfer after 

having completed a baccalaureate degree. A summary of the 

demographic and academic profiles is drawn; frequencies and 

the percentages that they represent are used to derive the 

character of students by academic category. 

Permission 

Permission to conduct this study using Tarrant County 

Junior College student records was obtained from the TCJC 
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Vice Chancellor of Research and Development. Excellent 

cooperation was given by the TCJC District Director of 

Admissions and Records, the District Director of Research, 

and the Assistant to the Director of Research. Invaluable 

assistance in obtaining missing transfer records was pro-

vided by the registrars of the ten north Texas area univer-

sities. 

Summary 

Demographic and academic information were reviewed and 

analyzed for all students who transferred in the Fall 1984 

semester to Tarrant County Junior College directly from one 

of ten area universities. The population was purposely 

limited to only those reverse transfer students who had not 

previously attended TCJC and who did not have intervening 

institutions. The study is particularly concerned with the 

post-transfer academic performance of students with compari-

sons made between those whose previous academic record was 

Good, Fair, and Poor. It also assesses the possible effect 

°"f factors such as multiple previous institutions, 

completion of remediation, changes in academic direction, 

and transfer delay. 



CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the findings 

of the study, based on an analysis of the data gathered from 

the records of those students who transferred to Tarrant 

County Junior College for the first time in Fall 1984 from 

one of ten area universities. The population is profiled 

and the research questions and related concerns are 

examined. 

The data of the profile is displayed in separate groups 

forming academic categories: Non-Completers, those who 

transferred while undergraduates; Baccalaureate Degree Com-

pleters, those who completed a baccalaureate degree prior to 

reverse transfer; Complete Withdrawals, those who enrolled 

at the university but withdrew from all course work with a 

grade of W, WP, or similar no-credit non-punitive grade, 

yielding zero hours attempted. (The GPA of record of 

Complete Withdrawals is 0.00, but it represents the absence 

of GPA, distinct from the 0.00 GPA earned by students who 

attempted hours but failed all course work. Complete 

Withdrawals are depicted as a separate source university 

academic category both to allow separate measurement of 
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their post transfer performance and to avoid a skew in the 

Non Completer Poor Student category.) Non—Completers are 

further grouped by academic performance based on Source 

University Grade Point Average (SUGPA): Poor Students are 

those with an SUGPA from 0.00 to 1.99; Fair Students are 

those with an SUGPA from 2.00—2.79; Good Students are those 

with an SUGPA from 2.80-4.00. Descriptive statistics are 

developed by group/academic category as appropriate. 

Each academic segment of the population is profiled by 

demographic characteristics (Age, Gender, Ethnicity), aca-

demic characteristics at the time of transfer (Source Uni-

versity GPA, Source University Semester Hours Attempted, 

Source University Transfer Patterns), and academic charac-

teristics after transfer to the junior college (First 

Semester Junior College GPA, Cumulative Junior College GPA, 

Semester Hours Attempted, Terms Attended). 

The seven proposed research questions are addressed. 

To address Research Question One the demographic profile of 

the entire population is examined using Mean Age and 

frequency distribution percentages of Gender and Ethnicity 

to derive the character of students by academic categories. 

To address Research Question Two the differences in 

transfer patterns are examined using frequency distribution 

percentages to determine differences between students by 

academic category. 
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To address Research Questions Three and Four different 

aspects of enrollment persistence are examined by establish-

ing the correlation between three different measures of pee— 

sistence in relation to categories of GPA. 

To address Research Question Five the levels of 

improved academic performance after leaving the university 

are considered, using a series of T-tests to determine 

whether academic performance improved for the three cate-

gories of Non—Completer students. 

To address Research Question Six the possible effects 

on the post-transfer academic performance of Non-Completer 

Poor and Fair students who are involved with Transfer Delay, 

Remediation, and/or a Change of Educational Objective are 

considered. Mean Cumulative Junior College GPA of these 

students is compared to Mean Cumulative Junior College GPA 

of Poor and Fair Students who are not involved with any of 

the factors. The T-test is separately shown for the Poor 

and Fair student populations based on participation or non-

participation in Transfer Delay and Educational Objective. 

The small number of students participating in Remediation 

precluded effective use of the T-test; instead, the perma-

nent record of each participating student was examined to 

determine the pattern of remedial participation and of 

subsequent college level course work. 

To address Research Question Seven the demographic and 
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academic profiles of the Baccalaureate Degree Completer 

population are examined and summarized. 

The Population 

The population includes 608 students, displayed as Non-

Completers, Baccalaureate Degree Completers, and Complete 

Withdrawals. The distribution of the population is reflec-

ted in Table 11. Poor Students form the largest academic 

category, with 214 students constituting 35.27. of the total 

population and 46.07. of the Non-Completer population. 

Table 11. Reverse Transfer Populati on 

N0N-C( DMPLETERS OTHERS TOTAL 

0.00 
to 

1.99 

2.00 
to 

2.79 

2.80 
to 

4.00 Degree 
Compl 
Wthdr1 

N = 608 
NC= 465 

FREQ 
7. N 
7. NC 

214 
35.27. 
46.07. 

138 
22.77. 
29.77. 

113 
18.67. 
24.37. 

133 
21.97. 
N/A 

10 
01.67. 
N/A 

608 
1007. 
N/A 

Demographic Profile of the Population 

The demographic profile of the population is presented 

in Tables 12, 13, and 14, reflecting Age (in 1984), Gender, 

and Ethnicity by academic category. Distribution by age at 

the time of reverse transfer (Fall 1984) is depicted in 

Table 12. Ages for the total population range from 18 to 

81; for the Non-Completer population, from 18 to 65. 
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Table 12. Distribution by Age (1984) by GPA Category 

NON-COMPLETERS TRANS-
crcroDcrn 

COM-
PLETE 
WITH-
DRAW 

TOTAL 

N=60S 

0.00 
to 

1.99 

2.00 
to 

2.79 

2.80 
to 

4.00 

Total 
C NC ] 
[7.NC ] 

r t.r(r<fc.i/ 
WITH 

DEGREE 

COM-
PLETE 
WITH-
DRAW 

7.N 

< 21 
7. 

82 
38.3 

37 
26.8 

25 
22.1 

[144 ] 
[31.0] 

0 0 144 
23.7 

21-25 
7. 

74 
34.6 

48 
34.7 

42 
37.2 

[164 ] 
[35.2] 

19 
14.3 

4 
40.0 

187 
30.8 

26-30 
7. 

30 
14.0 

24 
17.4 

10 
08.9 

[ 64 ] 
[13.8] 

23 
17.3 

4 
40.4 

91 
15.0 

31-35 
7. 

7 
03.3 

11 
08.0 

11 
09.7 

[ 29 ] 
[06.2] 

28 
21.1 

0 57 
09.3 

36-40 
7. 

10 
04.7 

7 
05.1 

13 
11.5 

[ 30 ] 
[06.5] 

24 
18.0 

1 
10.0 

55 
09.0 

> 40 
7. 

11 
05.1 

11 
08.0 

12 
10.6 

[ 34 ] 
[07.3] 

39 
29.3 

1 
10.0 

74 
12.2 

Total 214 138 113 [465 ] 133 10 608 

X Age: 24.4 26.1 27.8 [25.8] 36.2 28.0 

Approximately two-thirds, 66.57. of the total population 

and 66.27. of the Non-Completer population are age 25 or 

younger. Only Degree Completers are well represented in the 

older age categories with 68.47. over age 30. 

Distribution of the population by gender is provided 

in Table 13. The proportion of male to female students is 

consistent in the major divisions of the population, with 

male students representing 52.07. of the total population, 

51.87. of the Non-Completer population, and 51.97. of the 
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Table 13. Distribution by Gender by GPA Category 

NON-COMPLETERS TRANS-
jrcTDDcrn 

COM-
PLETE 
WITH-
DRAW 

TOTAL 

N=608 

0.00 
to 

1.99 

2.00 
to 

2.79 

2.80 
to 

4.00 

Total 
C NC ] 
C 7.NC ] 

r tKNtl/ 
WITH 

DEGREE 

COM-
PLETE 
WITH-
DRAW 

7.N 

Male 
7. 

139 
65.0 

66 
47.8 

36 
31.9 

C 2413 
[51.83 

69 
51.9 

6 
60.0 

316 
52.0 

Female 
7. 

75 
35.0 

72 
52.2 

77 
68.1 

[ 224 3 
[48.23 

64 
48.1 

4 
40.0 

292 
48.0 

Total 214 138 113 [ 4653 133 10 608 

Degree Completer population. The proportion is less consis-

tent within the Non-Completer academic categories with 139 

(65.07.) of the 214 Poor Students being male, and 77 (68.17.) 

Table 14. Distribution by Ethnicity by GPA Category 

NON-COMPLETERS TRANS-
CCDDCn 

COM-
PLETE 
WITH-
DRAW 

TOTAL 

N=608 

0.00 
to 

1.99 

2.00 
to 

2.79 

2.80 
to 

4.00 

Total 
[ NC 3 
[7.NC 3 

rtnnhu 
WITH 

DEGREE 

COM-
PLETE 
WITH-
DRAW 

7.N 

White 
7. 

178 
83.2 

117 
84.8 

107 
94.7 

[ 4023 
[86.53 

121 
91.0 

7 
70.0 

530 
87.2 

Black 
7. 

16 
07.5 

12 
08.7 

2 
01.8 

[ 303 
[06.53 

8 
06.0 

1 
10.0 

39 
06.4 

Hisp. 
7. 

13 
06.1 

5 
03.6 

3 
02.7 

[ 213 
[04.53 

2 
01.5 

2 
20.0 

25 
04.1 

Other 
7. 

7 
03.3 

4 
02.9 

1 
00.9 

[ 123 
[02.5] 

2 
01.5 

0 14 
02.3 

Total 214 138 113 [ 4653 133 10 608 
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of the 113 Good Students being female. Within the Non-

Completer population, 205 of the 241 male students (857.) and 

147 of the 229 female students (64.2%) are transferring as 

Poor or Fair Students. 

The distribution of the population by ethnic categories 

is displayed in Table 14. Only 7B (12.87.) of the 608 stu-

dents are non-white. Within the ethnic population, exactly 

half (50%) are black, and slightly under one-third (32.1%) 

are Hispanic; the remainder are primarily Asian. Of the 78 

minority students, 36 (46.2%) reverse transferred as Poor 

Students, 31 (39.7%) as Fair Students, and 6 (07.7%) as Good 

Students. 

Academic Profile at the Point, of Transfer 

The academic profile at the point of transfer is pro-

vided in Tables 15, 16, and 17. Academic performance at the 

university forms the basis for the study. Source University 

6PA (SUGPA), used throughout the study to categorize stu-

dents by academic category at the point of transfer, is 

further examined in Table 15. SUGPA is not a data element 

for Degree Completers; degree completion is commonly carried 

by the junior college in lieu of transfer GPA. SUGPA is a 

constant 0.00 for those who enrolled but withdrew from all 

course work. (Note: Students who transfer without having 

attempted hours at the source university do not acquire an 

effective GPA. Their GPA of record is 0.00, representing 
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the absence of GPA, and is distinct from the 0.00 GPA of 

students who attempted but failed all of their courses.) 

Table 15. Source University GPA 

N0N-C0I 1PLETERS OTHERS TOTAL 

0.00 
to 

1.99 

2.00 
to 

2.79 

2.80 
to 

4.00 

Total 
Non-
Comp. 

FREQ 
7. N 
7. NC 

214 
35.27. 
46.07. 

138 
22.77. 
29.77. 

113 
18.67. 
24.37. 

465 
76.57. 
1007. 

143 
23.57. 
N/A 

608 
1007. 
N/A 

MEAN 1.28 2.32 3.30 2.07 00.0 N/A 

MDN 1.43 2.26 3.18 2.00 00.0 N/A 

MODE 0.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 00.0 N/A 

Because Source University Hours and Source University 

Transfer Patterns are not data elements for Degree Comple-

ters or for Complete Withdrawals, only the Non-Completer 

population is included in Tables 16 and 17. 

One third (33.97.) of Non-Completer students reverse 

transferred to the junior college having completed fifteen 

or fewer semester hours, or the equivalent of one semester 

or less. An additional 26.37. transferred during the sub-

sequent fifteen hours. In all, 60.27. transferred with 

thirty or fewer semester hours, or before attempting the 

equivalent of one year, and 25.57. transferred during the 

subsequent thirty semester hours while only 15.37. trans-

ferred after attempting the equivalent of more than two 

years course work at the source university. 
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Table 16. University Hours Attempted by GPA Category 

NON-COMPLETERS 

N = 465 

Poor 
Students 

0.00-1.99 

Fair 
Students 

2.00-2.79 

Good 
Students 

2.80-4.00 

Total 

7.N 

00 - 07 
7. 

24 
11.2 

19 
13.8 

26 
23.9 

69 
14.8 

m
 
H
 1 GO 
O
 42 

19.6 

27 
19.6 

20 
17.7 

89 
19.1 

(N 1 >0 24 
11.2 

9 
06.5 

11 
09.7 

44 
09.5 

22 - 30 
7. 

38 
17.8 

25 
18.1 

15 
13.3 

78 
16.8 

31 - 45 
7. 

28 
13.1 

20 
14.5 

18 
15.9 

66 
14.2 

46 - 60 22 
10.3 

16 
11.6 

10 
08.8 

48 
10.3 

61 - 90 
7. 

22 
10.3 

10 
07.2 

12 
10.6 

44 
09.5 

> 90 
7. 

14 
06.5 

12 
08.7 

1 
00.9 

27 
05.8 

Total 214 138 113 465 

Mean Hours 35.1 35.1 27.4 33.2 

Transfer Patterns (transfer prior to reverse transfer to 

TCJC in Fall 1984) are depicted in Table 17. The majority 

of the population (60.97.) attended only the source univer-

sity 5 those students had entered the source university to 

begin their college studies and transferred for the first 

time in Fall 1984. The remaining 39.17. had attended one or 

more colleges or universities prior to transferring to the 
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source university. Slightly more than half (151 of 283, or 

02.47.) of the students who had attended only the source 

Table 17. University Transfer Patterns by GPA Category 

NON-COMPLETERS 1 
Total 

7.N 
N = 465 

Poor 
Students 

0.00-1.99 

Fair 
Students 

2.00-2.79 

Good 
Students 

2.80-4.00 

1 
Total 

7.N 

Attended 
No Other 
College or 
University 

7. 
151 
70.6 

83 
60.1 

49 
43.4 

283 
60.9 

Attended 
One or More 
Two-Year 

•/. 

29 
13.6 

17 
12.3 

15 
13.3 

61 
13.1 

Attended 
One or More 
Four-Year 

7. 
25 

11.7 

29 
21.0 

38 
33.6 

92 
19.8 

Attended 
Two Year 

and 
Four Year 

7. 

9 
04.2 

9 
06.5 

11 
09.7 

29 
06.2 

Total 214 138 113 465 

university and slightly fewer than half (29 of 61, or 47.5/C) 

of those who had attended the source university and one or 

more junior colleges reverse transferred to TCJC as Poor 

Students. 
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Academic Profile after Reverse Transfer 

The academic profile after reverse transfer (Junior 

College First Semester GPA, Junior College Cumulative GPA, 

Junior College Hours Attempted, and Junior College Terms 

Attended) is provided in Tables 18, 19, and 20. The popula 

tion is portrayed in Table 18 by Junior College GPA earned 

during the first semester enrolled (Fall 1984). Mean GPA is 

reflected both with and without considering those students 

who completely withdrew from all Junior College course work. 

Table 18. Junior College First Semester GPA by SUGPA 

NON-COMPLETERS TRANS-
FERRED 
WITH 

DEGREE 

COM-
PLETE 
WITH-
DRAW 

TOTAL 

7.N 
N=608 

0.00 
to 

1.99 

2.00 
to 

2.79 

2.80 
to 

4.00 

Total 
[ NC ] 
[ 7.N ] 

TRANS-
FERRED 
WITH 

DEGREE 

COM-
PLETE 
WITH-
DRAW 

TOTAL 

7.N 

With-
Drew 
7. 

80 
37.4 

26 
18.8 

7 
06.2 

[ 113] 
[24.3] 

25 
18.8 

2 
20.0 

140 
23.0 

0.00 
to 

1.99 
*/. 

10 
04.7 

11 
08.0 

8 
07.1 

[ 29] 
[06.2] 

9 
06.8 

0 38 
06.3 

2.00 
to 

2.79 
7. 

48 
22.4 

28 
20.3 

18 
15.9 

[ 94] 
[20.2] 

6 
04.5 

1 
10.0 

101 
16.6 

2.80 
to 

4.00 
7. 

76 
35.5 

73 
52.9 

80 
70.8 

[ 229] 
[49.2] 

93 
69.9 

7 
70.0 

329 
54.1 

Total 214 138 113 [ 465] 133 10 608 

X JCGPA 1.84 2.38 2.96 [2.273 3.60 
(With JC C/H) 
X JCGPA 2.65 3.07 3.31 [3.00] 3.77 
(Without JC C/W) 

2.39 

3.10 
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Over half of the population (329 of 608, or 54.1"/.) com-

pleted their first semester after reverse transfer to the 

junior college (Fall 1984) with a GPA of 2.8 or higher; the 

proportion of Non-Completers with a high first semester GPA 

is comparable, with 229 of the 465 Non-Completers (49.27.) 

performing well. Of those 229, 80 had also been Good Stu-

dents at the university. Only 6.37. of the population com-

pleted their first junior college semester with a GPA of 

less than 2.00. The proportion of Non-Completers with a low 

first semester GPA is nearly identical, with 29 of the 465 

Non-Completers (6.27.) completing the semester as Poor Stu-

dents. Of note, 10 of those 29 had also been Poor Students 

at the source university. 

Of particular note, 140 students (23.07.) withdrew during 

the semester receiving a non-punitive grade of W or WP and 

accumulating no GPA. Of those who withdrew, 80 had reverse 

transferred as Poor Students. (They may or may not have 

been performing effectively at the time of withdrawal.) The 

Mean GPA for the semester for the total population (includ-

ing those who withdrew from all junior college course work) 

was 2.39; excluding the junior college withdrawals, the 

Mean First Semester GPA was 3.04. In all, 178 (29.37.) of 

the total population experienced an unsuccessful semester, 

having either a semester's GPA lower than 2.0 or having 

completely withdrawn from the semester. 
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Junior College Cumulative GPA reflects the academic 

performance of reverse transfer students throughout their 

junior college enrollment. The distribution of the popula-

tion by academic categories is provided in Table 19. Over 

half (54.97.) of the total population attained a cumulative 

GPA of 2.8 or higher. The proportion of non-completers with 

a high cumulative GPA also is comparable, with 233 of the 

Table 19. Junior College Cumulative GPA by SUGPA 

NON-COMPLETERS TRANS-
FERRED 

COM-
PLETE 

TOTAL 

N=608 

0.00 
to 

1.99 

2.00 
to 

2.79 

2.80 
to 

4.00 

Total 
[ NC ] 
[ 7.N ] 

WITH 
DEGREE 

WITH-
DRAW 

7.N 

With-
Drew 
7. 

42 
19.6 

26 
18.8 

7 
06.2 

C 75] 
[16.1] 

25 
18.8 

02 
20.0 

102 
16.8 

0.00 
to 

1.99 
7. 

35 
16.4 

10 
07.3 

3 
02.6 

[ 48] 
[10.3] 

4 
03.0 

0 52 
08.6 

2.00 
to 

2.79 
7. 

55 
25.7 

33 
23.9 

21 
18.6 

[ 109] 
[23.4] 

08 
06.0 

03 
30.0 

120 
19.7 

2.80 
to 

4.00 
7. 

82 
38.3 

69 
50.0 

82 
72.6 

[ 233] 
[50.1 ] 

96 
72.2 

5 
50.0 

334 
54.9 

Total 214 138 113 [ 465] 133 10 608 

X JCGPA 
(With JC C/U) 
X JCGPA 
(Without JC C/M) 

2.06 

2.56 

2.39 

2.95 

3.08 

3.22 

[2.41] 

[3.09] 

2.84 

3.49 

3.00 

3.60 
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465 Non-Completers (50.17.) performing well. Of those 233, 

82 had also been Good Students at the university; of parti-

cular note, 82 others had transferred as Poor Students. 

Only 8.67. of the population acquired a cumulative GPA of 

less than 2.0; the proportion of non-completers with a low 

GPA is comparable, with only 48 of 465 Non-Completers 

(10.37.) performing as Poor Students. Of those 48, 35 had 

also been Poor Students at the source university. An addi-

tional 16.87. were Complete Withdrawals from the junior col-

lege, failing to acquire Hours Attempted. Two of those 

students had also been Complete Withdrawals from their 

source university. The withdrawal rate for the Non-

Completer population is a comparable 16.17.. (Students may 

or may not have been performing effectively at the time of 

withdrawal.) The Mean GPA for the total population (inclu-

ding those who completely withdrew from all junior college 

course work) is 2.51; excluding those who withdrew, the Mean 

GPA is 3.01. In all, 154 students (25.47.) had an unsuccess-

ful (ie., cumulative GPA < 2.0 or complete withdrawal) 

junior college experience. 

To reflect persistence of enrollment after reverse 

transfer, Junior College Hours Attempted are presented in 

Table 20. Hours as shown cannot be assumed to have been 

attempted in the increments shown, nor in terms of full ti 

enrollment. Of the 608 students, 43*7 (y2.2/l) attempted 

me 
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Table 20. Junior College Hours Attempted by SUGPA 

NON-COMPLETERS TRANS-
FERRED 

COM-
PLETE 

TOTAL 

N=608 

0.00 
to 

1.99 

2.00 
to 

2.79 

2.80 
to 

4.00 

Total 
NC ] 
7.N ] 

WITH 
DEGREE 

WITH-
DRAW 

7.N 

With-
Drew 
7. 

42 
19.6 

26 
18.8 

7 
06.2 

[ 75] 
[16.1] 

25 
18.8 

2 

20.0 

102 
16.8 

01-03 
7. 

23 
10.8 

14 
10.2 

15 
13.3 

[ 52] 
[11.2] 

22 1 
16.5 

2 1 
20.0 

76 
12.5 

04-06 
7. 

27 
12.6 

23 
16.7 

26 
23.0 

[ 76] 
[16.3] 

35 1 
26.3 

1 1 
10.0 

112 
18.4 

07-09 
7. 

18 
08.4 

18 
13.0 

16 
14.2 

[ 52] 
[11.2] 

20 
15.0 

1 1 

10.0 
1 7 3 

12.0 

10-12 
7. 

20 
09.3 

10 
07.3 

5 
04.4 

[ 35] 
[07.5] 

9 
06.8 

1 0 1 44 
07.2 

13-15 
7. 

10 
04.7 

6 
04.3 

9 
08.0 

[ 25] 
[05.4] 

6 
04.5 

1 1 

10.0 
1 3 2 

05.3 

16-18 
7. 

16 
07.5 

7 
05.1 

3 
02.7 

[ 26] 
[05.6] 

7 
05.3 

1 0 1 33 
05.4 

19-30 
7. 

18 
08.4 

17 
12.3 

15 
13.2 

[ 50] 
[10.8] 

7 
05.3 

1 1 

10.0 

I 58 
09.5 

31-60 
7. 

34 
15.9 

16 
11.6 

13 
11.5 

[ 63] 
[13.5] 

2 
01.5 

1 2 

20.0 
1 6 7 

11.0 

61-90 
7. 

6 
02.8 

1 
00.7 

3 
02.6 

[ 10] 
[02.2] 

0 1 0 1 0 
01.7 

> 90 
7. 

0 0 1 
00.9 

[ 1] 
[00.2] 

0 1 0 1 1 
00.2 

Total 214 138 113 465 133 1 10 I 608 

X HRS 15.4 13.5 15.2 [14.8] 7.07 

(Hith JC C/H) 

X HRS 19.2 16.6 16.2 [17.6] 7.97 

(Without JC C/W) 

13.08 

15.7 
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fifteen or fewer semester hours, or the equivalent of only 

one semester, during their junior college enrollment. Of 

those, 16.8"/. withdrew from all course work, yielding zero 

attempted hours. An additional 92 students (14.97. of the 

population) attempted the equivalent of a second semester. 

Only 12.97. attempted more than thirty semester hours. The 

enrollment levels for Non-Completer students was very 

similar with 67.77. attempting fifteen or fewer hours, 16.47. 

attempting up to thirty hours, and only 16.07. attempting 

over thirty hours. 

To provide a second perspective of enrollment persis-

tence after reverse transfer, Junior College Terms Attended 

are reflected in Table 21. The study included twenty (20) 

terms and semesters between Fall 1984 and Spring 1989 inclu-

ding eight summer terms. Terms attended are not necessarily 

consecutive; nearly half the population (43.67.) attended 

only one semester (Fall 1984). Of those who did so, 71.07. 

were Non—Completers. The vast majority of students (86.2.V.) 

attended four or fewer semesters/terms. Non-Completers were 

more apt to attend four or more terms than were those who 

reverse transferred with a baccalaureate degree. Only 8 of 

the 133 Baccalaureate Degree Completers (6.07.) attended 

beyond four terms. Of the Non-Completers, only 43 of the 

214 Poor Students (20.17.), 16 of the 138 Fair Students 

(11.67.), and 15 of the 113 Good Students (13.37.) persisted 
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beyond four terms. Not one student enrolled for more than 

eleven of the twenty possible terms. 

Table 21. Junior College Terms Attended by SUGPA 

NON-COMPLETERS TRANS-
FERRED 

COM-
PLETE 

TOTAL 

N=608 

0.00 
to 

1.99 

2.00 
to 

2.79 

2.80 
to 

4.00 

Total 
NC ] 
•/.N ] 

WITH 
DEGREE 

WITH-
DRAW 

7.N 

One 
*/. 

75 
35.1 

67 
48.5 

46 
40.7 

188] 
[40.4] 

71 
53.4 

6 
60.0 

265 
43.6 

Two 
7. 

48 
22.4 

24 
17.4 

33 
29.2 

[ 105] 
[22.6] 

30 
22.5 

0 135 
22.2 

Three 
7. 

27 
12.6 

15 ' 
10.9 

12 
10.6 

[ 54] 
[11.6] 

15 
11.3 

1 
10.0 

70 
11.5 

Four 
7. 

21 
09.8 

16 
11.6 

7 
06.2 

[ 44] 
[09.5] 

9 
06.8 

1 
10.0 

54 
08.9 

Five 
7. 

17 
07.9 

5 
03.6 

2 
01.8 

[ 24] 
[05.2] 

5 
03.8 

1 
10.0 

30 
04.9 

Six 
7. 

9 
04.2 

3 
02.2 

2 
01.8 

[ 14] 
[03.0] 

1 
00.8 

0 15 
02.5 

Seven 
7. 

6 
02.8 

3 
02.2 

0 [ 9] 
[01.9] 

2 
01.5 

1 
10.0 

12 
02.0 

Eight 
7. 

6 
02.8 

0 4 
03.5 

[ 10] 
[02.2] 

0 0 10 
01.6 

Nine 
7. 

4 
01.9 

2 
01 .4 

3 
02.7 

[ 9] 
[01.9] 

0 0 9 
01.5 

Ten 
7. 

0 0 3 
02.7 

[ 3] 
[00.6] 

0 0 3 
00.5 

Eleven 
7. 

1 
00.5 

3 
02.2 

1 
00.8 

[ 5] 
[01.1] 

0 0 5 
00.8 

Total 214 138 113 [ 465] 133 10 608 

TERMS ; 2.9 2.5 2.6 [ 2.7] 1.9 2.5 
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Research Questions 

This study of Reverse Transfer Students proposed seven 

research questions to be addressed. 

Research Question One asks whether there are differ-

ences in the demographic characteristics of students in the 

three academic categories of Non-Completer students. The 

distribution of students by Age, Gender, and Ethnicity has 

been displayed in Tables 12, 13, and 14 of the Demographic 

Profile. To address the question, a synopsis of the demo-

graphic profile is provided in Table 22. Poor Students as 

a group are 0.6 years younger than the population average. 

Good Students are 2.8 years older than the average. The 

Non-Completer population is nearly evenly divided by gender 

(48.27. female, 51.8"/. male); Poor Students, however, are 

primarily male (657.) and Good Students are primarily female 

(68.17.). With only 13.57. ethnic representation within the 

Table 22. Demographic Characteristics 

NON-COMPLETERS 

N = 465 

Poor 
Students 
0.00-1.99 

Fair 
Students 
2.00-2.79 

Good 
Students 
2.80-4.00 

Total 

7.N 

X Age 24.4 26.1 27.8 25.8 

Gender 
(7. F ema 1 e) 35.0 52.2 68.1 48.2 

Ethnicity 
(7. White) 83.2 84.8 94.7 86.5 
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population, all academic categories are predominantly white. 

Good Students, however, include the smallest percentage 

(only 5.37.) of non-white students. 

Research Question Two asks whether a difference exists 

between Source University Transfer Patterns for the Non-

Completer population and for its three academic categories. 

Source University Transfer Patterns, reflecting the types of 

institutions attended by students prior to enrolling at a 

Source University, have been displayed in Table 17. Of the 

465 Non-Completer Students, 283 (60.97.) attended only the 

Source University prior to reverse transferring, while 182 

(39.17.) attended additional institutions. A larger than 

average percentage of the Poor Student category attended 

only the Source University. Distribution within groups 

showed a nearly equal propensity to have attended one or 

more two—year colleges prior to enrolling at the Source 

University, but disparity occurred in the distribution of 

those attending additional four year institutions and/or a 

combination of institutions, with a higher than average 

percentage of Good Students attending other institutions. 

Research Question Three asks whether a relationship 

exists between persistence of enrollment at the university 

and university GPA for the Non-Completer population and its 

three academic categories. The frequency distribution of 

Hours Attempted at the university has been displayed in 
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Table 16. The question is addressed by developing addi-

tional descriptive statistics to further explore persis-

tence, and by correlating Hours Attempted with SUGPA for the 

Non-Completer population and for each of its components. 

The additional data are displayed in Table 23. 

Table 23. University Persistence 

N = 465 

NON-COMPLETERS 

Total 

'/.N 
N = 465 

Poor 
Students 

0.00-1.99 

Fair 
Students 

2.00-2.79 

Good 
Students 

2.80-4.00 

Total 

'/.N 

MEAN HRS 35.1 35.1 27.4 33.2 

Corre-
lation *.5117 .1961 -.1510 . 0666 

Poor and Fair Students attempted 35.1 semester hours at 

the Source University, while Good Students attempted only 

27.4 semester hours. A significant correlation between Mean 

Hours and SUGPA exists only for Poor Students. 

Research Question Four asks whether a relationship 

exists between junior college persistence of enrollment and 

cumulative junior college GPA for the Non-Completer popula-

tion and its three academic categories. Junior college 

persistence is measured both by Junior College Hours Attemp-

ted and by Junior College Terms Attended. The frequency 

distribution for these characteristics has been presented in 
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Tables 20 and 21. The question is separately addressed for 

the two measures of Junior College Persistence. To measure 

persistence, the population is first adjusted to exclude 

junior college withdrawals. (Complete withdrawals have not 

attempted hours nor attended terms.) Junior College Hours 

Attempted and Terms Attended are then correlated with Junior 

College Cumulative GPA. The additional data derived for 

these two measures are displayed in Tables 24 and 25. 

Table 24. Junior College Persistence: Hours Attempted 

N = 390 

NON-COMPLETERS 

N = 390 

Poor 
Students 
0.00-1.99 

Fair 
Students 
2.00-2.79 

Good 
Students 
2.80-4.00 

MEAN HRS 19.2 16.6 16.2 

Corre-
lation * .1838 -.0073 -.0201 

* Significant to < .01 level. 

Table 25. Junior College Persistence - Terms Attended 

N = 390 

NON-COMPLETERS 

N = 390 

Poor 
Students 
0.00-1.99 

Fair 
Students 
2.00-2.79 

Good 
Students 
2.80-4.00 

MEAN TERMS 2.86 2.46 2.64 

Corre-
1ation .1503 - .0477 .0515 

# Significant to < .01 level 
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The Mean number of hours attempted by Poor Students 

(19.2) is three semester hours higher than that of the Fair 

and Good Students (16.6, 16.2 respectively). Only Poor 

Students experience positive correlation between Junior 

College Semester Hours Attempted and Junior College Cumula-

tive GPA, and the correlation is significant at the 0.01 

level only for Poor Students. 

All three categories of Non-Completer students averaged 

between two and three terms of junior college enrollment; 

Poor Students have the highest Terms Attended Mean (2.86) 

and Fair Students have the lowest (2.46). None of the 

groups evidence correlation between Junior College Terms and 

Junior College Cumulative GPA significant at the 0.01 level. 

Research Question Five asks whether Non—Completer 

students improve academically after reverse transfer, as 

measured by the difference between Source University GPA and 

First Semester Junior College GPA and between Source Univer 

sity GPA and Junior College Cumulative GPA. GPA in each 

instance excludes students who withdrew from all junior 

college course work. To measure the levels of GPA improve-

ment, a T-test was run for the Non-Completer population and 

for each of its academic categories. Resulting t-levels are 

depicted in Table 26. The Non-Completer population as a 

whole significantly raised both the First Semester Junior 

College GPA (by 0.93) and the Cumulative Junior College GPA 
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(by 0.74). Differences are apparent within academic 

categories. The Mean Cumulative GPA of Good Students 

slightly (0.01) decreased from the transferred GPA, while 

that of Poor and Fair Students significantly increased. 

Poor Students increased Mean GPA, at both points of 

measurement, at the highest rate of all. 

Table 26. Differences Between University and 
Junior College GPA. 

NON-COMPLETERS 

Poor 
Students 

0.00-1.99 

Fair 
Students 

2.00-2.79 

Good 
Students 

2.80-4.00 

Total 

SUGPA X 1.28 2.32 3.30 2.07 

JCGPA X 
1st Sem 2.65 3.07 3.31 3.00 

Diff . 1.37 0.75 0.01 0.93 

t-value 
Prob. 

.0950 
* .000 

.0639 
* .000 

.0145 

.150 
.0897 

* .000 

SUGPA X 1.28 2.32 3.30 2.07 

JCGPA X 
Cumulatv 2.57 2.95 3.29 2.87 

Diff . 1 .29 0.63 - 0.01 0.74 

t-value 
Prob. 

.1524 
* .000 

.0864 
* .000 

-.0023 
.818 

.1370 
* .000 

# Significant to the < .01 level 
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Research Question Six asks whether those Poor and Fair 

students who experience one or more of the three interceding 

factors (Transfer Delay, Change of Educational Objective, 

Participation in Remediation) show a higher level of aca-

demic improvement than those Poor and Fair students who are 

not involved. The Mean Cumulative Junior College GPA is 

separately computed for those students who were involved 

with each of the factors and for those who were not. Each 

factor is separately considered. In each instance, the 

population is adjusted to exclude those who completely 

withdrew from all junior college course work. The distri-

bution of Poor and Fair students who did and did not parti-

cipate in the three factors is displayed in Tables 27, 28, 

and 29. The T-test was run to compare each group of stu-

dents involved with Transfer Delay and with Change of 

Educational Objective. Group size is not sufficient to 

meaningfully use the T-test to test those Participating in 

Remediation. Instead, patterns are derived through an 

examination of students' permanent records. 

Poor and Fair Students participating in Transfer Delay 

are reflected in Table 27. For purposes of this study, 

students were considered to have delayed transfer if two or 

more years elapsed between leaving the university and enter-

ing the junior college. Only 20.37. of the Poor Students 

and 24.1*/. of the Fair Students delayed transfer for two or 
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more years. The Mean GPA of those who did delay transfer 

was increased by more than half a grade point over the Mean 

GPA of those who did not delay. The difference was signi-

ficant for the Poor and Fair groups when measured separately 

and for the 284 students measured as a unit. 

Table 27. Transfer Delay 

NON-COMPLETERS 

Poor 
Students 

0.00-1.99 
N=172 

Fair 
Students 

2.00-2.79 
N=112 

Poor 
and 

Fair 
N=284 

PARTICIPANT: 
Delayed 
2 or More 

Years 
7.N 

35 
20.3 

27 
24.1 

62 
21.8 

x" 2.97 3.42 3.17 

NON-PRTCPNT: 
Delayed 
< 2 Yrs 

y.N 
137 
79.7 

85 
75.9 

222 
78.2 

X 2.46 2.81 2.59 

Diff . 0.51 0.61 0.58 

t-value 
Prob. 

.0277 
# .006 

.0384 
* .000 

.0444 
* .000 

# Significant at <.01 

Poor and Fair Students participating in a Change of 

Educational Objective are depicted in Table 28. Students 

were assumed to have been pursuing an academic objective 

while enrolled at their source university. Junior College 
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Educational Objective was coded after a review of students 

junior college permanent records. Those who enrolled pri-

marily in academic university parallel courses and declared 

an academic major were considered to have not. changed their 

educational objective. Those who enrolled primarily in 

Table 28. Change of Educational Objective 

NON-COMPLETERS 

Poor 
Students 

0.00-1.99 
N=163 

Fair 
Students 

2.00-2.79 
N=105 

Poor 
and 

Fair 
N=26S 

PARTICIPANT: 
Apparent 
Change of 
Objective 

7.N 
53 

32.5 
38 

36.2 
91 

34.0 

X 2.98 3.11 3.03 

NON-PRTCPNT: 
Objective 
Unchanged 

7.N 
110 
67.5 

67 
63.8 

177 
66.0 

)T 2.41 2.83 2.57 

Dif f. 0.57 0.28 0.46 

t-value 
Prob. 

.0364 
* .000 

.0179 

.076 
.0406 

* .000 

# Significant at <.01 

vocational courses and who declared a vocational major were 

considered to be participants in this interceding factor. 

For those whose course work and major were less definitive, 

particularly those with limited course work and undeclared 
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major, a subjective assessment was made based on the appa-

rent applicability of the course(s) for occupational skills 

development (ex., accounting, typing, computer science), 

avocational interest (ex., photography, ceramics, music, 

physical education), or probable special or limited purpose 

(ex., English as a second language, foreign language, 

remediation only). Those whose course work appeared to be 

taken only in occupational, avocational, or special purpose 

areas were considered to have participated in a change of 

objective. In those few instances where an assignment could 

not be made, the educational objective was coded as unknown 

and excluded from consideration. Approximately one-third of 

the Poor and Fair Students changed educational objectives. 

The Mean GPA of Poor Students increased by more than half a 

grade point (.57) over those Poor Students who enrolled only 

in university parallel areas. Fair Students' Mean GPA 

increased by only half as much (.28). The increase was not 

significant when separately measured for Fair Students, but 

was significant for Poor Students and for the 268 students 

measured as a unit. 

Because only a small number of students (39) partici-

pated in remediation, assessment of the effect of their 

involvement was limited. Poor and Fair Students who parti-

cipated in remediation are depicted in Table 29. Of the 352 

Poor and Fair Students, only 25 Poor Students and 14 Fair 
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Table 29. Participation in Remediation 

NON-COMPLETERS 

Poor 
Students 

0.00-1.99 
N=214 

Fair 
Students 

2.00-2.79 
N=138 

Poor 
and 

Fair 
N=352 

Remedial 
Attempted 

*/.N 

25 
11.7 

14 
10.1 

39 
11.1 

Remedial 
Passed 
7. Attmpt 

E 15 ] 
[60.0] 

C 12 3 
[85.7] 

[ 27 ] 
[69.2] 

Did Not 
Remediate 

7.N 

189 
88.3 

124 
89.9 

313 
88.9 

Students attempted remedial course work in addition to col-

lege level course work at the junior college. Although the 

small number of participants precludes use of the T-test to 

measure for significance, a comparison of SPA Means of the 

remedial participants in Table 30 reveals improvement. 

Table 30. Comparative Mean GPA for 
Remedial Participants 

NON-COMPLETERS 

Poor 
Students 

0.00-1.99 
N=25 

Fair 
Students 

2.00-2.79 
N=14 

Poor 
and 

Fair 
N=39 

X GPA at 
T ransfer 1.02 2.25 1.46 

X GPA after 
T ransfer 2.43 2.90 2.60 

Dif f . 1.41 .65 1.14 
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Remedial participants raised their GPA rather substan-

tially, with Poor Students experiencing the largest 

increase. By comparison, all Poor Students raised their 

cumulative Mean GPA by 1.29 and all Fair Students raised 

their GPA by 0.63 (Table 26). A comparison of remedial 

hours attempted, remedial hours passed, and of college level 

course work attempted at the junior college is demonstrated 

in Table 31. Poor Students averaged a smaller number of 

remedial hours attempted and passed at a much lower rate. 

They also attempted fewer college level hours. 

Table 31. Comparative Course Work 
of Remedial Participants 

NON-COMPLETERS 

Poor 
Students 
0.00-1.99 

Fair 
Students 
2.00-2.79 

Poor 
and 

Fair 

Remedial 
Hours Att. 114 72 186 

Average 
Hours Att. 4.6 5.1 4.a 

Remedial 
Hrs Passed 54 57 111 

Average 
Hrs Passed 2.2 4.1 2.8 

Col 1ege 
Level Hrs 
Attempted 474 449 923 

Average 
Col lege 
Level Hrs 19 32 24 
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Research Question Seven asks about the demographic and 

academic profile of the students who reverse transfer after 

having completed a baccalaureate degree. A summary of the 

Degree Completer profile is presented in Table 32. 

Table 32. Reverse Transfer Students With Degrees 

X AGE: 36.2 

Gender: 51.97. Male; 48.17. Female 

Ethnicity 91.07. White; 9.07. Non-White 

X JCGPA 
1st Sem: 3.77 

X JCGPA 
Cumulatv: 3.49 

X Hrs Att 7.9 

X Terms: 1.9 Terms 

T rans 
Delay: 73.77. delayed by two or more years 

Ed. Obj: 60.27. enrolled for occ/voc, hobby or 
special purpose courses 

Students who reverse transfer after having completed 

a baccalaureate degree are understandably older than the 

average student in the population studied. They reasonably 

mirror the total population, however, in makeup by gender 

and ethnicity. Having already established and certified 

their academic ability, they not surprisingly accumulate 
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higher First Semester and Cumulative Junior College GPA than 

that of the total population; they also average substanti-

ally fewer hours attempted and are enrolled for slightly 

fewer terms than the total population. Three quarters of 

them (73.7"/.) j about the same percentage as that of the total 

population, delay enrollment in the junior college for two 

or more years after leaving their university. Only 60.2*/. 

enroll at the junior college with an obvious change in 

educational objective. The areas of study in which they 

most frequently participate are reflected in Table 33. 

Table 33. Curricular Areas Selected by 
Baccalaureate Degree Completers 

Area/Number of Course Enrollments 

Computer Science 71 

Foreign Language 41 
Laboratory Science 34 
Business Administration 34 
Math (including remedial) 25 
Accounting 24 
Fine Arts/Performing Arts 24 
Electronic 13 
Real Estate 12 
Engineering 12 
English (including ESL, 

Reading, and remedial) 11 
Physical Education 10 
Horticulture 7 
Interpreting for the Deaf 7 
Mental Health 6 
Social Sciences 6 
Aero Technology 5 
Government 4 
Radio TV Technologies 4 
Automotives 3 
Health Sciences 2 
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Degree Completers enroll in a variety of junior college 

courses. Some university parallel courses might be taken to 

support an occupational and skill area; others to prepare 

for a second degree or for graduate school. Some courses 

selected are obviously vocational in nature; others are 

probably taken as avocational pursuits. The breadth of the 

selection parallels the range of possible reasons for conti-

nued educational pursuits. 

Summary 

This chapter has presented the data of the study. 

Three profiles of the population are offered. In addition, 

seven research questions are addressed using data from the 

population profiles and additional data derived through 

statistical testing. The demographic and academic records 

of 608 students who transferred to Tarrant County Junior 

College for the first time in the Fall 1984 semester from 

one of ten area universities were analyzed for this study. 

Students were grouped by academic category. Demographic and 

academic profiles were derived for the population as a whole 

and for five separate academic groups: Non-Completers (with 

465 students), Non-Completer Poor (with 214), Fair (with 

138), and Good Students (with 113), and Baccalaureate Degree 

Completers (with 133). 
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The populations are depicted in the demographic profile 

by age, gender, and ethnicity. The total population has a 

Mean age of 28 years, is 487. female and 137. non-white. The 

Non-Completer population has a Mean age of 25.8 years, is 

487. female and 13.57. non-white. Within the Non-Completer 

population the Poor Students have a Mean age of 24.4 years, 

are 357. female and 177. non-white; the Fair Students have a 

Mean age of 26 years, are 527. female and 15.27. non-white; 

the Good Students have a Mean age of 27.8 years, are 687. 

female and 5.37. non-white. The Degree Completer population 

has a Mean age of 36 years, is 487. female and 77. non-white. 

Only the Non-Completer population and its three aca-

demic categories are depicted in the academic profile at the 

point of transfer. The Non—Completer population transferred 

with a source university Mean GPA of 2.07 for an average 

33.2 hours attempted; 617. had attended only the source uni-

versity. Poor Students transferred with a Mean GPA of 1.28 

on an average 35.1 hours attempted; 717. had attended only 

the source university. Fair Students transferred with a 

Mean GPA of 2.32 on an average 35.1 hours attempted; 607. had 

attended only the source university. Good Students trans-

ferred with a Mean GPA of 3.30 on an average 27.4 hours 

attempted. 437. had attended only the source university. 

The populations are depicted in the academic profile by 

first semester and cumulative junior college GPA (after 
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adjustment for complete withdrawals) and by junior college 

hours attempted and terms attended. The total population 

earned a Mean first semester GPA of 3.10; a Mean cumulative 

GPA of 3.60 was earned for an average 15.7 hours attempted 

in 2.5 Mean terms. The Non-Completer population earned a 

Mean first semester GPA of 3.00; a Mean cumulative GPA of 

3.09 was earned for an average 17.6 hours attempted in 2.7 

Mean terms. Within the Non-Completer population Poor 

Students earned a Mean first semester GPA of 1.65; a Mean 

cumulative GPA of 2.56 was earned for an average 19.2 hours 

attempted in 2.9 Mean terms. Fair Students earned a Mean 

first semester GPA of 3.07; a Mean cumulative GPA of 2.95 

was earned for an ave- rage 16.6 hours attempted in 2.5 Mean 

terms. Good Students earned a Mean first semester GPA of 

3.31; a Mean cumulative GPA of 3.28 was earned for an 

average 16.2 hours attempted in 2.6 Mean terms. The Degree 

Completer population earned a Mean first semester GPA of 

3.77; a Mean cumulative GPA of 3.49 was earned for 7.9 hours 

attempted in 1.9 Mean terms. 

Seven research questions were posed to guide the study. 

Analysis of the data related to each of the seven revealed 

the following major findings: 

1. In considering the demographic characteristics of 

Non-Completer students several differences can be noted. 

Mean age increases as Source University GPA increases. Poor 
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and Good Student categories manifest opposite gender distri-

bution. The percentage of Poor Students who are male (657.) 

is approximately equal to the percentage of Good Students 

who are female (687.). All three academic categories are 

predominantly white. Poor and Fair Students, however, 

include a nearly equal percentage of non-whites (177., 157. 

respectively), while Good Students include a substantially 

smaller percentage of non-whites (only 5.37.). 

2. Nearly two-thirds of the Non-Completer population 

(607.) attended only the Source University prior to reverse 

transferring to the junior college. Poor Students are the 

least likely to be multiple transfers. 

3. Poor and Fair Student categories have an equal 

Source University Hours Attempted Mean (35 for both cate-

gories) , while Good Students apparently reverse transfer 

somewhat earlier with 27 Mean Hours Attempted. Only for the 

Poor Student category is there correlation significant to 

the 0.01 level between University Persistence (Hours Attemp-

ted) and Source University GPA. 

4. After reverse transfer to the junior college, Fair 

and Good Student categories have a nearly equal Junior Col-

lege Hours Attempted Mean (16.6, 16.2 respectively), while 

Poor Students on the average attempt a slightly higher num-

ber of hours (19.2). Only for the Poor Student category is 

there correlation significant to the 0.01 level between 
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Junior College Persistence (Hours Attempted) and Junior 

College Cumulative 6PA. When Junior College Persistence is 

measured by Terms Attended, the Poor Student category has 

the largest Terms Attended Mean (2.86) and the Fair Student 

category has the smallest (2.46). Correlation significant 

to the 0.01 level between Junior College Persistence (Terms 

Attended) and Junior College Cumulative GPA does not occur 

for any of the three academic categories. 

5. All categories of the Non—Completer population have 

a higher Mean GPA for the first semester of junior college 

than for university enrollment. Poor Students improve the 

most (1.37 over SUGPA); Good Students barely improve at all 

(0.01 over SUGPA). Poor and Fair students continue to 

improve throughout their junior college enrollment. Poor 

Students again show the highest increase (1.29 over SUGPA), 

while Good Students decrease slightly (-0.01 below SUGPA). 

At both points of measure, the differences between SUGPA and 

JCGPA are significant to the 0.01 level. 

6. A relatively small number of Poor and Fair students 

participated in any of the three interceding factors thought 

to positively affect academic performance (Transfer Delay, 

Change of Educational Objective, Participation in Remedia-

tion ) . 

Fewer than 25"/. of the Poor and Fair students delayed 

transfer by two or more years after leaving the source uni-
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academic course work, while bOV. opt. to take occupational 

skills courses or to pursue avocational or special purpose 

courses. They participate in a wide curricular range. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the pur-

poses, methods, and procedures of the study, and to review 

the analysis of the data and findings of the study. The 

findings of the study are considered in relation to the body 

of reverse transfer literature. Conclusions and recommenda-

tions based on the findings are presented. 

Summary 

This study is concerned with the demographic and aca-

demic characteristics of students who reverse transfer to 

Tarrant County Junior College after having been enrolled at 

one of ten North Texas area universities. The academic 

records of 608 students are examined. The population is 

restricted to those who transferred to Tarrant County Junior 

College for the first time in Fall 1984. It includes 465 

Non-Completers, 133 Degree Completers, and 10 Complete 

Withdrawals (held separate for most measures to avoid 

skewing the Poor Student category). The study categorizes 

each student according to his academic performance at the 

university. The first three categories include as Non-

110 
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Completer students those who transferred prior to completion 

of a baccalaureate degree grouped by university GPA: Poor 

Students transferred with a GPA lower than 2.0; Fair Stu-

dents transferred with a GPA ranging from 2.0 - 2.79; Good 

Students transferred with a GPA of 2.8 or higher. The 

fourth category includes as Degree Completers those students 

who transferred after having earned a baccalaureate degree. 

The academic categories of the population are profiled 

by demographic characteristics, by academic characteristics 

at the time of transfer, and by academic characteristics 

after transfer. In addition, seven research questions are 

posed to guide the study. The first five questions are 

concerned with the three academic categories of the Non-

Completer population; the sixth only with Poor and Fair 

Students; the seventh with Degree Completers. 

Data were processed using a micro-computer based 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Fre-

quencies and related descriptive statistics were derived in 

response to all seven questions; correlations were drawn for 

elements of data in questions three and four; the T-test was 

used to further examine data related to questions five and 

six. The .01 level of significance was established as 

def ini tive. 
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Summary of the Maior Findings 

Results obtained from the data are summarized in the 

same order that the questions were posed. 

1. Are there differences in the demographic profiles 

of Non-Completer students in the three academic categories 

(Poor, Fair, Good) as measured by age, gender, or ethnicity? 

There are demographic differences between categories of 

Non-Completer students. The Poor Student category has the 

youngest average age of the three (1.7 years younger than 

Fair Students; 3.4 years younger than Good Students), is 65"/. 

male, and includes more ethnic students than either of the 

other categories (1.67. more non-white than Fair Students; 

11.57. more non-white than Good Students). The Fair Student 

category has an average age only .03 years older than the 

Non-Completer average, is 527. male/487, female, and includes 

15.2% ethnic students (only 1.67. fewer than found in the 

Poor Student category). The Good Student category has the 

oldest average age (27.8 years), is 687. female, and includes 

only 57. ethnic students. 

2. Are Non-Completer students of all academic cate-

gories equally apt to have attended other institutions in 

addition to the source university prior to transfer to the 

junior college? 

There are differences in transfer patterns between the 

three academic categories. Of the students in the Poor 
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Student category, 70.6% attended only the source university 

prior to reverse transfer, compared to 60.1'/. of the Fair 

Students and only 43.4% of the Good Students. 

3. Do Non-Completer students of all academic cate-

gories demonstrate similar relationships between persistence 

(as measured by the number of semester hours attempted at 

the source university) and source university GPA? 

The three academic categories do not exhibit similar 

relationships between university semester hours attempted 

and university GPA; Poor and Fair students exhibit have an 

identical Mean Number of University Hours Attempted (35.1), 

but there is correlation between GPA and Hours Attempted 

significant to the .01 level only for the Poor Student 

category. Good Students have a lower Mean Number of 

University Semester Hours Attempted (27.4) and a negative, 

but not significant, correlation between Hours and GPA. 

4. Do Non-Completer students of the three academic 

categories demonstrate similar relationships between per-

sistence (as measured both by the number of semester hours 

attempted and by the number of terms attended at the junior 

college) and junior college cumulative GPA? 

The three academic categories do not demonstrate simi-

lar patterns of Junior College Persistence. When measured 

by Junior College Hours Attempted, Fair Students and Good 

Students have a nearly equal Mean Number of Hours Attempted 
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(16.6, 16.2 respectively); both demonstrate negative, and 

not significant, correlation between the two factors. The 

Poor Student group has a higher Mean Hours Attempted (19.2), 

with positive and correlation significant to the .01 level. 

When measured by Junior College Terms Attended, Mean Terms 

Attended do not significantly correlate with Junior College 

Cumulative GPA for any category. 

5. Do Non-Completer students of all academic cate-

gories improve academically after transfer to the junior 

college; are there differences between the levels of aca-

demic performance after transfer to the junior college as 

measured (a) after the first semester following reverse 

transfer, and (b) throughout the period of junior college 

enrollment? 

As a group, Non-Completer Students improve their Mean 

GPA after transfer to the junior college both in the 

semester immediately following reverse transfer and during 

the tenure of subsequent enrollment; as a pattern, first 

semester GPA increases slightly more than cumulative GPA, 

but both are higher than the university GPA. 

There are, however, distinct differences between the 

levels of increase shown by the three academic categories. 

Poor and Fair Students both experience increases, but the 

GPA of Good Students is essentially unchanged. The Mean GPA 

of the Poor Student category is raised to well above 2.00 
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(2.65 for the first semester and 2.57 cumulative). The Mean 

GPA of the Fair Student category is raised to above 2.8 

(3.07 for the first semester and 2.95 cumulative). Poor 

Student GPA increases at nearly twice the rate as that of 

the Fair Students, but the improvement of both categories is 

statistically significant to the .01 level. Good Students 

whose Mean GPA is 3.30 at reverse transfer vary little after 

transfer. First semester GPA is increased by 0.01; cumula-

tive GPA then settles back to 3.29. 

6. Do Non-Completer Poor and Fair students demonstrate 

improved performance, as measured by junior college cumula-

tive GPA, when involved with one or more of three inter-

ceding factors (Transfer Delay; Remediation, Change of 

Educational Direction)? 

Poor and Fair Students do increase cumulative GPA when 

involved with any one of the three interceding factors. 

Mean GPA is increased, and it increases at a higher rate 

than that of non-participants. Unfortunately, relatively 

few students were participants in any of the factors. Only 

62 (24*/.) of 284 students participated in Transfer delay; 

only 91 (34%) of 268 in a Change of in Educational Objec-

tive; and only 39 (11%) of 352 in Remediation. (Group sizes 

varied when data was unavailable to determine whether stu-

dents were factor participants.) 
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Poor and Fair Students who participated in Transfer 

Delay increased Mean GPA by .51 and .61 respectively and by 

.58 collectively. The difference in all categories is 

statistically significant to the .01 level. 

Poor and Fair Students who participated in a Change of 

Educational Objective increased Mean GPA by .57 and .28 

respectively and by .46 collectively. The difference is 

statistically significant to the .01 level for Poor Students 

as a category, but not for Fair Students. 

Poor and Fair Students who participated in Remediation 

increased Mean GPA by 1.41 and .65 respectively and by 1.14 

collectively. The categorical groups were too small to 

allow statistical testing. Despite increases in Mean GPA, 

a relatively large percentage of those who attempted remed-

ial courses failed to successfully complete them. Poor 

Students successfully completed at the lowest rate (only 

60*/.), with 867. of Fair Students success- fully completing. 

7. What are the demographic and academic character-

istics of those reverse transfer students who completed a 

baccalaureate degree prior to enrolling at the junior 

college? 

At 36.z. years of age, Degree Completers are older than 

the average student; they are 917. white, but evenly distri-

buted by gender (527. male; 487. female). As a group they 

acquire a 3.49 Mean Cumulative GPA after transfer, but 
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attempt relatively few semester hours (7.9 Mean Hours); on 

the average, they enroll for only 1.9 terms. Their educa-

tional objectives are evidently diverse, with an apparent 

indicated interest in both occupational and avocational 

course work, led by enrollments in computer science, busi-

ness administration, foreign languages, the fine arts, and 

rather surprisingly, math and science. 

Discussion of the Findings 

This study was designed to extend understanding of the 

reverse transfer population. The population studied is a 

relatively small (187.) subset of the total TCJC transfer 

population (Table 5) and was specifically limited to reverse 

transfers from North Texas area institutions only. It is 

composed of varied academic segments familiar to the litera-

ture: students who are academically deficient; those who, 

conversely, are competent or even excellent students; those 

who have already completed a baccalaureate degree. 

When originally defined by B. R. Clark in a 1960 study, 

reverse transfers were seen only as students who were strug-

gling with and/or who could not survive the academic rigors 

of the university (19, p. 5). The largest segment of the 

population of this study, 214 (357.) of the 608 students, 

conform to Clark's traditional definition. They have exper-

ienced serious academic difficulty at the university and are 
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categorized as Poor Students. In some instances, they were 

no longer eligible to attend the university. 

On the other hand, nearly half of the students in this 

study, 251 (427.) of the population, reverse transferred in 

good academic standing. Of those, 138 (23*/.) were competent 

students, while 113 (197.) were excellent students. They 

represent that segment of the reverse transfer population 

first identified in 1970 by Heinze and Daniels who reported 

the extension of the reverse transfer population to include 

a wide variety of students who entered the junior college 

from a four year institution for an even wider variety of 

reasons (8, p. 4). 

The remaining students in this study (133 or 227. of the 

608 students studied) had already completed a baccalaureate 

degree prior to enrolling at the junior college. First 

recognized during the 1970's, the presence in the junior 

college of a relatively large number of students with 

degrees surprised some researchers, but their presence came 

to be recognized as a natural and mutually beneficial exten-

sion of the two-year college educational process (1) ( H ) 

(21). The study has concentrated on the post transfer aca-

demic performance of reverse transfer students. In some 

instances, characteristics of their enrollment also provided 

insight into their reasons for enrolling; those insights 

were examined to the extent appropriate in each instance. 
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For the most part, students who transfer from the uni-

versity are apt to experience improved academic performance, 

as measured by cumulative GPA. The extent of that improve-

ment, however, can vary based on academic characteristics at 

the time of transfer, and on certain factors of junior 

col lege enrolIment. 

Poor students who reverse transfer are the most apt to 

improve their SPA. This study found that students who 

transferred with GPA below 2.00 experienced a higher level 

of academic improvement than that of any other category of 

the population. As early as 1966, researchers established 

that poor students who reverse transfer to the junior col-

lege are likely to improve their academic performance, and 

to recover academic standing (13)(17)(26). Undem and Muck, 

in a study of students admitted to El Camino College 

(California) as university failures, discovered that 70"/. 

increased GPA sufficiently to be removed from probation (26, 

P. 28). Meadows and Ingle in a similar study in Georgia 

found that 64'/. were removed from probation (17, pp. 47-52). 

Subsequent researchers determined that many failures who 

reverse transferred experienced such a strong academic 

recovery that they eventually transferred back to the 

university level and continued to meet academic success 

(3)(4)(18)(24)(27). This study found similar improvement, 

•f the 214 Poor Students, all of whom had earned a univer-
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sity GPA of less than 2.00, 587. earned a First Semester 

Junior College GPA above 2.00 (Table 18). Continued aca-

demic improvement was evidenced by the Cumulative Junior 

College GPA acquired during their entire two-year college 

enrollment; even more students, 647., raised their cumulative 

GPA beyond probationary status; some Poor Students (387.) 

performed so well that their GPA increased to 2.80 or higher 

(Table 19). Data are not available to determine what pro-

portion eventually transferred back to a university, but for 

many, continued strong academic performance seems possible. 

This study did not specifically seek to determine why 

poor students experienced academic improvement; however, it 

did discover through the data several factors that contri-

buted to that improvement. The findings indicate that per-

sistence of enrollment after transfer influences the perfor-

mance of Poor Students. This coincides with the 1977 con-

clusions of Gragg and Stroud in a study of North Carolina 

reverse transfers (7, p. 39). Attributes of persistence 

that contribute to increased GPA for Poor Students might be 

as simple as the passage of time (with concomitant acquisi-

tion of age and experience) or the slightly more complex 

acquisition of necessary information learned and skills 

acquired through courses attempted. A more mundane possi-

bility acknowledges that over time the very poorest students 

fall away, thus increasing the positive correlation. In any 
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event, persistence of enrollment is found to be less of an 

influence on Fair Students and to not influence Good Stu-

dents at al1. 

The findings of this study also indicate that the three 

factors hypothesized to intercede in the academic perfor-

mance of failing and marginal reverse transfer students do 

indeed positively influence GPA. Participation in Delayed 

Transfer, Change of Educational Direction, and Remediation 

can contribute to academic improvement. 

Delayed transfer contributes to the improved GPA for 

Poor and Fair Student^. Students who postpone transfer for 

two or more years after leaving the university, earn a 

higher Mean GPA than do those who transfer more immediately. 

This finding also coincides with the conclusions drawn by 

Gragg and Stroud (7, p. 39). For failing students, the 

opportunity (whether taken voluntarily or imposed by aca-

demic suspension) to step back and regroup has an apparent 

beneficial effect. 

The second factor, a Change of Educational Direction, 

has also been determined by this study to influence the GPA 

of Poor Students. This factor was found to be significant 

for Poor Students but not for Fair Students. The earliest 

reverse transfer researchers viewed the opportunity to 

change direction as an important avenue provided by the two-

year college to the failing student for renewed academic 
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success (2)(5)(7)(14)(22)(26). Later researchers determined 

from responses of students surveyed that changing priorities 

and interests often lead to reverse transfer (23 p. 7) (19, 

pp. 9-10); however, such surveys of student perceptions 

failed to provide a definitive statistical link between 

changed objectives and academic improvement. 

A third factor, Remediation, could be the most influen-

tial factor m academic improvement. In this study, there 

is strong indication that participation in remediation posi-

tively influences improvement for Poor Students; the parti-

cipating group cumulative GPA improved by 0.63 more than 

that of Poor Students as a whole. However, because only 25 

(12*/.) of the 214 Poor Students attempted remedial course 

work, it is statistically impossible to attribute signifi-

cance to the improvement. 

Lack of participation in remediation, and the failure 

of both students and institutions to fully recognize its 

necessity, has long been a problem. Conceivably, students 

who have already qualified for university admission already 

have basic academic skills and their poor university per-

formance is attributable to other circumstances; apparently, 

few students believe that they lack basic skills, even when 

the evidence of their failure indicates the contrary, and 

they avoid remediation accordingly. In Texas, the reality 

that many students come to higher education lacking adequate 
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basic skills was underscored in August 1985 with the publi-

cation o-f the report of a Coordinating Board committee 

chaired by Robert Hardisty, then President of Southwest 

Texas State University. "A Generation of Failure: The Case 

For Testing and Remediation in Texas Higher Education" 

recognized the need to assess the basic skills even of 

university students and to require that remediation be 

systematically provided by institutions and taken seriously 

by students. The resulting House Bill 2182 created the 

Texas Academic Skills Program, a mandate for placement 

testing and remediation (if indicated) for every student 

entering a Texas public college or university (25, p . i). 

Testing began in March 1989 with universal application of 

the regulations instituted the following fall semester. 

Since the student records of this study predate TASP by 

several years, the deplorably low rates of participation by 

Poor Students in remediation should be remedied for future 

studies. 

This study seems to re-emphasize the function of the 

two year college open door" in providing renewed academic 

opportunity for the traditional reverse transfer student. 

University failures who are admitted to two-year colleges, 

sometimes with restrictions (ranging from enforced transfer 

delay to probationary admission to required remedial pro-

gramming) and sometimes without restrictions, often perform 
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at an improved level; many become successful students 

(2)(10)(16)(18)(26). 

This study also provides insight into the enrollment of 

the less traditional reverse transfer student. A substan-

tial proportion of the reverse transfers of this study have 

been successful university students. Nearly half (251 stu-

dents, or 427. of the population) transferred in good aca-

demic standing with a university GPA of 2.0 or higher. Of 

those, 138 (237.) were competent students, while 113 (197.) 

were excellent students. This proportion is somewhat lower 

than that of studies conducted by Fischer (1975), Rooth 

(1979), and Slark (1982) who found 647. to 967. of their 

reverse transfer populations to be in good standing (6, p. 

26) (20, p. 21) (23, p. 7). All of those studies did, 

however, use self reported rather than actual GPA, perhaps 

leading to inflated data. 

Previous researchers devoted little attention to the 

junior college performance of students who transfer in good 

standing, concentrating instead on the reasons that such 

students choose to reverse transfer, most frequently finding 

geographic convenience, altered personal priorities, finan-

cial expediency, scheduling opportunities, improved atmos-

phere (3, p. 35)(15, p. 372)(16, p. 24). Conversely, this 

study did not seek reasons for transfer, but chose to deter-

mine whether Fair Students and Good Students also improved 
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academic performance after reverse transfer. The data indi-

cated that Fair Students, like Poor Students, show marked 

improvement after transfer; although Poor Students increase 

Mean GPA more dramatically (increased by 1.29), the improve-

ment made by Fair Students (Mean increased by 0.63) is still 

statistically significant. Good Students, on the other 

hand, were performing well at the university and continue to 

perform at exactly the same level after transfer (Mean Uni-

versity GPA of 3.30; Mean Junior College GPA of 3.29) 

(Table 19). 

The consistent academic performance of Good Students, 

whether enrolled at the university or at the junior college, 

adds a dimension to the question examined by Anthony Kuznik 

in response to critics who contend that reverse transfers 

improve academically because the two-year college fails to 

provide an academic challenge equal to that met at the uni-

versity. Kuznik concluded that it is difficult if not im-

possible to compare instructional quality and grading levels 

in any meaningful way (13, p. 252), but he and other resear-

chers sought alternate explanations for student successes 

after transfer: class size, student oriented teaching 

techniques, substantial student/instructor contact, a posi-

tive and caring atmosphere, and abundant academic support 

services were cited as factors more readily found in the 

two-year college than in the university that can exert a 
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positive influence on poor and marginal students (3)(6)(15) 

(16)(17). Good Students, on the other hand, have already 

developed academic techniques sufficient for success with or 

without such supporting conditions, and while it might yet 

be argued that Good Students work with less diligence at the 

junior college to maintain the same GPA level, that stance 

lacks the substance of convincing supporting data. 

This study included 133 students (22% of the popula-

tion) who had completed a baccalaureate degree before 

reverse transferring. Renkiewiscz, in her study of reverse 

transfers in the Los Rios Community College District, deter-

mined that these students are "...among the most academi-

cally able segment of the community college student body" 

(19, p. 54). The GPA data of this study repeated her 

findings; as a group, Degree Completers earned a Mean GPA of 

3.49, 0.21 higher than that of Good Students and 0.40 higher 

than that of all Non-Completer Students (Table 19). 

This study also concurs with the findings of Robert Rue 

(1976), Bethune (1977), and Renkiewiscz (1982): Degree 

Completers often seek the two-year college to supplement 

occupationally related skills. Computer science was the 

course area most frequently selected by Degree Completers of 

thas study; foreign language (most commonly Spanish), busi-

ness administration, and accounting ranked as the top areas 

selected. Specific vocational course work (electronics, 
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horticulture, interpreting for the deaf, mental health tech-

nologies, aero technology, radio/TV technology, automotive* 

technologies) was less common, but selected by more than one 

student (Table 33). 

The areas of course work selected by Degree Completers 

of this study (Table 13) also inferred the possibility of 

other reasons for two-year college enrollment, fls was found 

in the Los Rios study (19, p. 274), some course areas (fine 

s/performing arts, physical education) were probably 

selected for personal growth and interest. Others (foreign 

language, real estate, horticulture) alternatively or simul-

taneously for skill acquisition or for avocational pursuits. 

Still others (laboratory science, mathematics and again 

foreign language) seem to point toward additional academic 

preparation, perhaps as further occupational development, or 

toward a second baccalaureate, or even to supplement 

graduate studies. 

Conclusions 

Based on the findings of the study, the following 

conclusions seem appropriate: 

1. A wide cross section of students become reverse 

transfers, varying in both demographic characteristics and 

in past academic performance; the extent of the diversity 

underscores their equal variance in academic strengths and 
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weaknesses and in the challenges that they meet on campus 

and that they present to their institutions. 

2. Reverse transfer allows a substantial proportion of 

poor and fair students to improve their GPA. The junior 

college setting enables these students to regain an academic 

status of good standing. 

3. Transfer delay, change of educational direction, 

and participation in remediation all tend to positively 

effect the academic performance of poor and fair students, 

as measured by cumulative post-transfer GPA. Individually 

or in combination, they provide the means by which marginal 

performers (or those who direct or influence their choices) 

might avert continued failure and ultimately benefit their 

educational outcomes. 

4. Poor students apparently have been reluctant to 

select remedial activities and/or to realistically assess 

their educational goals, this reluctance may have contri-

buted to the continued failure of some and to the delay of 

recovery of others. 

5. Good students achieve consistent GPA's whether 

enrolled at the university or at the junior colleges their 

consistent, rather than improved performance at the two-

year college brings into question the much repeated conten-

tion that two-year colleges provide an "easy" academic 

atmosphere. 
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6. Substantial numbers of students with degrees have 

discovered that the junior college can provide the means to 

achieve academic, occupational, and avocational goals that 

wer*e 10*f t unmet by thsi r tin "i vorc i 4.%. 
x n e i r university experience and/or that 

were acquired after graduation. 

Recommendations For P r a r f i m 

The reverse transfer population is large and diverse. 

This study has provided sufficient demographic and academic 

definition to allow insight into the academic strengths and 

weaknesses and apparent academic objectives of students who 

reverse transfer in a college rich metropolitan area. The 

findings and conclusions of this study allow the following 

recommendations: 

1. Two-year colleges should identify the source(s) of 

their reverse transfer students. They should work actively 

with universities that are serving as major feeders to dev-

elop mutually beneficial academic and administrative pro-

gramming. Joint curriculum development projects, faculty 

exchanges, and bi-directional articulation agreements can 

form the basis for more intensive academic cooperation. 

Coordinated class scheduling and calendars, simultaneous 

admission allowing alternate and/or concurrent registra-

tions, common course numbering, de-bureaucrati 2ed student 

and course file exchanges with shared data bases, and other 
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administrative tools can smooth and even regularize the 

inevitable flow of students between institutions. 

2. The academic potential offered by academically 

strong reverse transfer students should be recognized and 

nurtured; these students should be systematically channeled 

into honors sections, recruited to provide tutoring activi-

ties, and encouraged to fully participate in classroom and 

student activities, both to challenge their academic capa-

city and to enrich the entire student body. 

3. Reverse transfer students at all academic levels 

should be systematically exposed to support services offered 

by the two-year colleges. Where appropriate, services should 

be customized recognizing the previous college exposure and 

probable maturity of these students while understanding 

their possible continuing need for career guidance, part-

time or full time job placement, financial aid, personal or 

family counseling, child care, and means for juggling 

multiple priorities. 

4. Transfer admission criteria should be reviewed. 

The possible benefit of transfer delay, changed educational 

objectives, and/or remediation should be considered when 

admitting the poorest students. Denial of admission should 

be avoided if one or more of these factors can be offered; 

immediate continued enrollment should be suspect if uninter-

rupted failure appears inevitable. 
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5. Substantial attention should be given to assessing 

academic weaknesses of poor and fair students immediately on 

transfer. A wide variety of remedial activities should be 

made available ranging from course work to tutoring to inde-

pendent study opportunities. Remediation should be required 

in deficient areas prior to additional related academic 

course work. 

Recommendations for Future? Researrh 

1- This study should be repeated using populations 

that reverse transferred for each subsequent fall semester 

since Fall 1984. Comparative data would allow the results 

to be validated, and would identify reverse transfer 

enrollment and academic performance trends. 

2. Joint reverse transfer studies should be undertaken 

with the University of North Texas, the University of Texas 

at Arlington, and with Texas Christian University, allowing 

the junior college and each of its major feeders to pursue 

additional data about students performance prior to reverse 

transfer and subsequent to leaving the junior college. 

3. Additional study should be made of poor and mar-

ginal students who reverse transfer, linking courses failed 

at the university with related remedial and academic course 

work pursued at the junior college. 

4. A post-TASP study should be made of reverse trans-

fer students to assess the effect of remediation after the 
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Texas Academic Skills Program (TASP) has effectively 

required remediation of students with deficiencies. The 

study could also examine the extent to which remediation is 

occurring at the university and/or being relegated (by 

design or through natural selection) as a two-year college 

function. 

5. Every two-year college with substantial transfer 

populations should replicate this study to identify and 

characterize their reverse transfer enrollment. 
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APPENDIX I 

DATA COLLECTION: DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ELEMENTS 

ITEM 

Year of Birth 

Race 

CATEGORIES! 

(actual year of birth) 

1. Male 
2. Female 

White 
2. Black 
3. Hispanic 
4. Other 
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appendix II 

DATA COLLECTION: ACADEMIC DATA ELEMENT-
AT POINT OF TRANSFER E L E M E N T= 

ITEM: 

SU GPA 

(and) 

SU PERSISTENCE 
Hours Attempted 

SU TRANSFER 
(Types of other 
institutions 
attended before 
reverse transfer 
including other 
source univer-
si ties) 

CATEGORIES: 

Source University 
(SU) 1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

BC 
DBC 
SMU 
TCU 
TWO 
TWU 
UD 
UNT 
UTA 
UTD 

Actual Cumulative SU GPA 

1. 0.0 - l .99 
2. 2.0 - 2 .79 
3. 2.8 - 4 .0 
4. Degree 

Actual Semester Hours Attempted 
(unless degree) 

1, 

2, 

3. 

4. 

1 or more 2~year 
1 or more 4~year 

(other than SU) 
Combination of 2-year/4-year 

(excluding SU) 
Degree 
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APPENDIX III 

DATA COLLECTION: ACADEMIC DATA ELEMENTS 
FOLLOWING TRANSFER 

JC PERSISTENCE 
Hours Attempted 

JC PERSISTENCE 
Terms Enrolled 
(f al 1 , spring , 
or summer) 

TRANSFER 

DELAY 

REMEDIATION 

EDUCATIONAL 
OBJECTIVE 

CATEGORIES; 

Actual 1st Semester GPA 

Actual cumulative GPA 

Actual hours attempted 

Actual terms enrolled 

1. 

2. 
3. 

Transferred within one academic 
year 

Transferred in l-2 academic years 
Transferred after 2 academic 
years 

Actual Number of Hours Attempted 
Actual Number of Hours Passed 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Academic 

Vocational/Occupational Skills 
Avocational/Special Purpose 
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